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ITALY 
INTRODUCTION 
Researching the betting, gaming and  lottery markets in,  Italy was the most 
difficult of all the 12 countries. 
We  were  hampered  by  a  lack  of cooperation  from  both  operators  and 
legislators. The ability to obtain accurate figures was further hampered by the 
common practice of parallel betting. This is a practice where illegal operators 
run  parallel betting on state run  events, often using state tickets. The illegal 
operators pay greater returns to players. The increase in  returns is financed 
from the proceeds which would normally go to the state. This leaves ample 
profit for the operator. Italy  Vol.  Ill  5 
1.  LOTTERIES 
In  Italy,  lottery operations  is  a state  monopoly and  private  operations  are 
strictly forbidden.  · 
The  Ministry of Finance,  through  its  Independent Administration  of State 
Monopolies,  manages  and  runs  the national  lotteries. There are  currently 6 
lotteries which take  place  in  different cities at  different times of the year. 
Two  of  them  are  traditional  types  of  lotteries  -'Lotteria  d'ltalia'  and 
'Solidarita Nazionale'. Three of them are connected with results of particular 
sports events: 
•  Formula  1 Motor Racing 
•  Horse racing 
•  Horse racing 
lottery of Monza 
lottery of Marano 
lottery of Agnano 
The  sixth lottery is connected with an  event to be determined from time to 
time by a decree from the Ministry of Finance.  Other lotteries may be autho-
rised on a yearly basis by the Ministry of Finance by means of a special law. 
1.1. Legislation 
Much  like  in  other countries,  Italy first passed  legislation on  lotteries as  a 
means  of restricting  illegal practices that already existed. The  basis for the 
national lottery regulation is contained in  Royal  Decree Law n.  1933 of Octo-
ber  19,  1938.  This  legislation  was  revised  by  Presidential  Decree  Law n. 
1677 of November 20,  1948 and subsequent updates. 
'Solidarita  Nazionala',  'Lotteria  di  Marano'  and  'Lotte  ria  d'ltalia' were ap-
proved by Decree Law n.  1677 of November 20,  1948. Similarly, Decree Law 
n.  722  of August 4,  1955 approved  the  additional  establishment of four 
lotteries  connected  to  specific  "historic-artistic-cultural  and  sports-related 
events of national relevance". 
Law n.  591  of October 25,  1985 approved the temporary establishment of 
two lotteries 'Viareggio' and 'Venezia' for the years  1986,  1987 and  1988. Italy  Vol.  Ill  6 
In  Italy, the National Lottery is under the authority of the Ministry of Finance 
and  is run  by a special division, the Independent Administration of State Mo-
nopolies. The revenues generated by this body go into a specific item of na-
tional accounting called  "lotto, lotteries and other gaming activity". 
The sale of foreign lotteries in Italian territory is strictly forbidden by law, with 
specific provisions for confiscation of prizes and fines for offenders.  On  the 
other hand, there are no regulations preventing foreigners from buying or re-
ceiving prize  money from Italian  lotteries. Article 15 of Ministerial Decree n. 
12  of April  12,  1945 authorises  collection of prizes  at  Italian  diplomatic or 
consular representatives by anyone in possession of a winning ticket. 
Recent Developments 
In  view of the growing success  of the  existing  lotteries,  the government 
passed Lawn. 62 of March 26,  1990 under which it authorises the establish-
ment of up to 12 national lotteries and one international lottery. The determi-
nation of the events to which such  lotteries would be connected is assigned 
to the Ministry of Finance which must issue a decree by the 31  October of 
each year. 
The  law changes  would allow Italy to be  part of any  pan  European  lottery 
initiative. 
1.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
As a government monopoly, lotteries are run  exclusively by the Independent 
Administration of State Monopolies. 
Organisation  of non-national  (regional,  municipal,  etc)  is  permitted by law, 
subject to  state authorisation  (Administration  of Finance)  and  compliance 
with certain procedures contained in  Royal  Decree Law n.  1933 of October 
19, 1938. The types of games allowed under this provision are: 
•  lotteries  promoted  and  organised  by  institutions with welfare, 
educational and cultural objectives: 
•  tambalas  promoted and  organised  by  institutions with welfare, 
educational and cultural objectives; Italy  Vol.  Ill 
•  charity games, raffles,  etc. promoted and  directed by institutions 
or charity organisations for welfare, educational or cultural objec-
tives. 
1.3. Supervision and Control 
7 
The  Independent Administration is  under the supervision of the Ministry of 
Finance. 
They  require  internal  management  reports  by  event and  an  independent 
audit of costs. 
1.4. Taxation 
The operations related to the organisation and performance of national lotter-
ies,  including operations connected with the collection of wagers are exempt 
from VAT as per Article 10 of Decree n. 633 of October 26,  1972. 
The  prizes are subject to a 25% withholding tax.  Decree n.  600 of Septem-
ber 26,  1973 provides for the tax to be included in the amount withdrawn by 
the  state before the prize  is  paid  out.  Since this withholding tax is  due as 
definitive taxation, the winner is not required to pay any further taxes. 
1.5. Distribution of Profits 
The stakes from national lotteries are divided into three equal parts allocated 
to organisational costs, prizes and state revenues. In comparison to other lot-
teries in  Europe 33,3% of the pool being taken up by costs is high. 
1.6. Barriers 
Government monopoly and strict rules against sale of foreign lotteries effec-
tively bars competition in this market. 
Italian lottery tickets, however, can be freely sold abroad. The law will entitle 
anyone abroad to collect the lottery prizes at an  Italian consulate or embassy 
abroad upon production of winning tickets. This may be attractive to the size-
able  Italian  expatriate communities  in  France  and  Switzerland.  The  Italian-Italy  Vol.  Ill  8 
speaking cantons of Switzerland could also become a market, albeit a small 
one. 
There is some scope for activity in  non-national lotteries by institutions that 
meet the criteria of educational or cultural objectives. The regulations,  how-
ever,  restrict their scope of action by specifying additional conditions regard-
ing the nature and size of prizes and the territory in which the sales of tickets 
may take place. Italy  Vol.  Ill  9 
2~ LOTTO, 
This game consists of selecting up to five numbers between 1 and  90 inclu-
sive  and  placing a corresponding wager before a public draw is  held.  This 
data  must be  communicated  the  day  preceding  the draw to the  people 
charged  with receiving  the wager by the  law.  If the  numbers chosen  are 
drawn out, the player is entitled to receive an amount increased by as  many 
times as the multiplier corresponding to the wager. 
There  is  only one  lotto game  in  Italy  but  players  have  a choice  of  Bari, 
Cagliari,  Florence,  Genova,  Milan,  Naples,  Palermo,  Rome  and  Turin  where 
draws are  held by the local  representative of the Ministry, of Finance.  When 
buying tickets, players can specify the city where the draw will take place. 
2.1. Legislation 
The game of lotto in  Italy is a state monopoly organised and  run  by the Inde-
pendent Administration of State Monopolies. 
The original legislation for the game of Lotto was provided in  Decree Law n. 
1933 of October 19,  1933 and  its further amendments in  Decree n.  1  077 of 
July 25,  1940. 
The  present game of lotto is  regulated  mainly by  Law n.  528  of August 2, 
1982,  integrated into Law n.  722  of August 4,  1984. These two laws,  how-
ever,  have  not been  enacted yet since  the application  and  execution rules 
foreseen by article 1 of the same law have yet to be issued. There is no con-
sensus on when that might happen.  Until then, the game is regulated by the 
original Decree Law of October 19, 1933. 
The  new laws assign the running of the game to the Independent Adminis-
tration of State Monopolies and  the collection of wagers to agent-collectors 
who are  not connected  to the  public administration.  The  purpose  of this 
innovation  is  the streamlining  and  rationalising  of collection  methods  for 
bets. Italy  Vol.  Ill  10 
2.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
This game is under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Ministry of Finance and is 
presently run by the Independent Administration of State Monopolies. 
2.3. Supervision and Control 
The  Independent Administration is  under the supervision of the Ministry of 
Finance. 
The  Ministry as  in  the case  with the lotteries requires  independent audited 
reports from the Lotto. 
2.4. Taxation 
Article  10 of Decree  n.  633  of October 26,  1972  exempts operations con-
cerned with lotto, including collection of bets, from VAT taxation. 
An  annual  government concession  tax  (also  known  as  corporate franchise 
tax)  is  paid  by  the  grantee  for the  exclusive  management of the  lottery 
offices. 
The  prizes are subject to a 25%  withholding tax.  Decree n.  600 of Septem-
ber 26,  1973 provide for the tax to be included in the amount withdrawn by 
the  state before the prize  is  paid  out.  Since  this withholding tax is  due as 
definitive taxation, the winner is not required to pay any further taxes. 
2.5. Distribution of Profits 
As  with the  lottery the  prizes,  costs  and  government  revenue  are  each 
allocated  one  third  of  stakes.  Government  revenues  include  the 
compensatory tax aspects on prize money. Italy  Vol.  Ill  11 
2.6. Barriers 
Government  monopoly  and  strict  rules  against  sale  of  foreign  lotteries 
effectively  bar  competition  In  this  market.  Italian  lottery  tickets  for the 
different draws are available throughout Italy. Italy  Vol.  Ill  12 
3.  LOTOCALCIO/TOTOSPORT/ENALOTTO  (CONI) 
The  most popular type  of lottery  in  Italy  is  the  football  pool,  known  as 
'Totocalcio'. This game involves betting on the results of football matches or-
ganised or sanctioned by the Italian Olympic Committee (CONI). 
Totosport involves betting on the results of cycling competition races in  Italy 
(Giro Ciclistico d'ltalia) or abroad sanctioned by the CONI. 
The Enalotto is a variation on the results of the traditional lotto in which play-
ers  bet on  the combined  results  of  12  consecutive  draws.  The  form for 
participating  in  Enalotto  is  similar  to  the traditional  1-X-2  table  used  for 
football pools. 
To participate in any of these games, it is necessary to deliver the appropriate 
ticket duly filled in and pay the relevant stake at the competent collection of-
fices authorised by the CON I. 
3.1. Legislation 
The  CONI  has  the responsibility  for running  games  in  the  entire  national 
territory.  It also  has  the  rights  to  any  benefits  that may accrue  from the 
running of the games. 
CONI  has one central office in  Rome and  14 regional offices spread all  over 
Italy. There are in  total 13.500 CONI  agencies which are  located exclusively 
in independent retail shops (70o/o  in bars and pubs). 
The  basis  of the legislation  regulating  sports-related  betting  in  general  is 
contained in  Decree n.  496 of April  14,  1948 and  Decree n.581  of April  15, 
1951. These decrees state that, as a general rule,  sports-related gambling is 
the exclusive domain of the state. If these gamblings relate to sports events 
organised by,  or performed under the control of, the CONI, the organisation 
and running of the gambling activity is assigned to the Committee. 
The  regulations for each  specific game are  set in  the following ministerial 
decrees: 
•  D.M. of May 7,  1955 for Totosport 
•  D.M. of October 29,  1957 for Enalotto 
•  D.M. of March 23,  1963 for Totocalcio Italy  Vol.  Ill  13 
The regulations specify the precise procedures for betting, recording the bet 
and payment of winnings. In the case of Totocalcio and Totosport, the inclu-
sion  of foreign  events  is  a.llowed  as  long  as  officially  recognised  and 
sanctioned by CONI. 
3.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The  organisation  and  management  of the  three  sports-related  gambling 
operations have been delegated to CONI  by the Italian government through 
the Ministry of Finance. 
CONI  is free to decide on subcontracting certain aspects of the games. The 
agency  managers  are  independent and  have  concluded  personal  contracts 
with CONI  for their services. They currently receive a commission of 7,43o/o 
of their agency's turnover. 
3.3. Supervision and Control 
Government supervision  is  carried  out by  the  Ministry of Finance,  through 
the relevant tax authorities. The  ministry has  the right to nominate a repre-
sentative to the central committee or board  in  charge of running  each  spe-
cific game.  It may also  nominate  representatives to other committees  in-
volved in the running of the game such as the Records Committee. 
The  Ministry is  also  entitled  to  inspect and  supervise  any  aspect of the 
games as it sees fit. 
3.4.  Taxation 
Article  1  0 of Decree  n.  633 of October 26,  1972  exempts  operatio~s con-
cerned with CONI's concessions,  including collection of bets, from VAT taxa-
tion. 
A 'sole tax' of 26,80%  on  the aggregate amount of the wagers  is  due  by 
CON I as per Law n.  1379 of December 21 , 1951 . This tax replaces any other 
direct or  indirect duty due  by  the organisation  in  the  performance  of its 
duties as a concessionaire. Italy  Vol.  Ill  14 
For the gambling reserved  for CONI,  the withholding tax on  winnings is  in· 
eluded  in  the above-mentioned  'sole tax'  (Article 30 of Decree  n.  600 of 
September 29,  1973). As this.withholding tax is due as definitive taxation, no 
other amount is to be paid by the winners. 
3.5. Distribution of Profits 
In 1989, stakes were distributed as follows: 
-winnings:  38% 
- costs  1  8  o/o 
-state:  44% 
3.6. Barriers 
The  market for sports-related  events  is  closed  to outsiders.  CONI  has  the 
monopoly on  the  existing  games  and  any  new games that involve sports 
events falling under its jurisdiction. This provision, which is  clearly stated in 
the law, prevents other entrants from creating new games. Italy  Vol.  Ill  15 
4.  HORSE RACING (UNIRE) 
The  running  of betting games  based  on  results  of horse  racing  has  been 
delegated  to  UNIRE  (Unione  Nazionale  Incremento  Razze  Equine),  a 
department of the Ministry of Agriculture which administers all  matters con-
cerning horses. 
The following games are permitted: 
•  An accumulator totalisator - Totip 
•  A single race totalisator - Tote 
•  A single race book - bookmaking 
There is both on-track and off-track betting, with very little restriction on what 
forms such betting may take. The result is that totalisator betting and  book-
making each exist both on- and off-course. 
4.1. Legislation 
Horse race betting legislation in Italy has existed since the 1920's. 
The  running  of totip betting is  a state monopoly assigned to the  UNIRE  as 
per the Decree-law 496 of April  14,  1948 and  its subsequent regulations. 
UNIRE  has  the responsibility for regulating  horse race  betting in  the entire 
national territory. 
UNIRE regulations currently permit off-track betting as follows: 
•  an  off-track totalisator: a single  licence  is  held  by one organisation, 
SPATI  sri,  which operates as a collecting agent of the on-track total-
isators  through  a small  number of outlets.  Details  of the  licence 
agreement are confidential between SPATI and  UNIRE. 
•  a national  horse  race  pool  bet,  Totip,  operated  under licence  by  a 
company,  SISAL  sri.  The  licence  has  been  renewed  'automatically' 
since Totip was founded in  the 1940's. Current regulations for Totip 
are set out in Ministerial Decree of July 20,  1979. 
•  bookmaker shops: the present UNIRE regulations permit only private 
individuals of suitable financial standing to be bookmakers. There are 
approximately 400 shops; new licences are awarded at irregular inter-Italy  Vol.  Ill  16 
vals when UNIRE feels the network should be expanded.  UNIRE  has 
full authority over adjudications of new licences. 
The  regulations permit betting only on  Italian races,  although special UNIRE 
permissions may allow betting on foreign races from time to time. 
4.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The  organisation and  management of horse  race  gambling operations have 
been delegated to UNIRE  by the Italian government though the Ministry of 
Finance. 
UNI RE  is free to decide to subcontract certain aspects of the games such as 
licences to collect bets both on- and off-track. 
4.3. Supervision and Control 
The  government supervision is  assured by the Ministry of Finance,  through 
the relevant tax authorities. The  Ministry has  the right to nominate a repre-
sentative to the central committee or board in charge of running the game. 
The Ministry is also entitled to inspect and audit any aspect of the game as it 
sees fit. 
4.4.  Taxation 
Article 1  0 of Decree n.  633 of October 26,  1972 exempts operations related 
to UNIRE's concession, including collection of bets, from VAT taxation. 
A 'sole tax'  of 26,80%  on  the aggregate amount of the wagers  is  due by 
UNIRE as per Lawn. 1379 of December 21,  1951. This tax replaces any other 
direct or indirect duty due  by the organisation  in  the  performance of its 
duties as a concessionaire. 
For the gambling reserved for UNIRE,  the withholding tax on winnings is  in-
cluded  in  the  above-mentioned  'sole tax'  (Article 30 of Decree  n.  600 of 
September 29,  1973). As this withholding tax is due as definitive taxation, no 
other amount is to be paid by the winners. Italy  Vol.  Ill  17 
4.5. Barriers 
The market for sports-related events is closed to outsiders since UNIRE  has 
the monopoly on the existing· game. The institution is allowed to license the 
collection of bets to other organisations or individuals. Italy  Vol.  Ill  18 
5.  CASINOS 
There are four casinos in Italy, all authorised by special laws. They are located 
in  San  Remo,  Saint Vincent, .Venice  and  Campione.  In  the past they were 
managed  by the municipal  authorities but are  now increasingly owned  by 
private companies. 
Non-authorised gambling is  liable to sanctions specified in article 721  of the 
Italian penal code. 
5.1. Legislation 
The  original  legislation for games of chance  were spelled  out in  the Royal 
Decree  Law of April  27,  1924 which is  no  longer valid.  This  legislation was 
not replaced  by  any  other decree  law of a general  nature.  Instead, special 
laws have been passed to allow for the running of the four existing casinos in 
Italy. 
5.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Casinos  are  authorised  by  individual  laws.  Licensing  covers  the  types  of 
games, number of tables, facilities. 
5.3. Supervision and Control 
The supervision for casinos is provided by the Ministry of Finance through its 
appropriate  agents.  The  local  authority also  institutes controls  within the 
casino to prevent fraud. 
5.4. Taxation 
Article  10 of Decree  n.  633 of October 26,  1972 exempts authorised gam-
bling operations from VAT taxation. 
A special concession duty is due by the authorised institutions on  an  annual 
basis. This duty is presently fixed by law at ECU 226.200. Italy  Vol.  Ill  19 
A further 'entertainment operation' duty is  also due by the authorised gam-
bling  institutions. This  duty is  presently fixed  by  law at 8o/o  of the gross re-
ceipts and 60% on the value of entrance fees to the gambling premises. 
The  prizes  are  subject  to  a  25 o/o  withholding  tax.  Decree  n.  600  of 
September  26,  1973  provides  for  the  tax  to  be  included  in  the  amount 
withdrawn  by  the  casino  before  the  winnings  are  paid  out.  Since  this 
withholding tax is due as definitive taxation, the winner is not required to pay 
any further taxes. 
5,5, Distribution of Profits 
After  payouts  of  winnings  and  taxes,  the  balance  was  used  for  the 
development  of  the  local  municipality  to  which  the  licence  has  been 
awarded. In order to improve management a move towards private operators 
has occurred. The private operators now pay an  individually negotiated fixed 
levy to the municipality along with a percentage of revenue. 
5.6.  Barriers 
There  are  no  barriers  to entering  this  market other than  the difficult and 
laborious licensing procedures in obtaining the licence through parliamentary 
decree. 
The Italian government  would have to be assured of the tourism value of the 
casino  along  with  the  stability  of  a  candidate.  The  stability  criteria  is 
undefined and therefore subject to arbitrary decision making. LUXEMBOURG 
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INTRODUCTION 
Luxembourg's penal  law forbids  all  organised  gambling  and  lotteries,  with 
the exception of lotteries organised for charity and  public services.  'Morality' 
and  'public order' are  usually cited as the reasons  underlying this legislative 
stance.  On  the one  hand,  man's  natural  tendency towards  gambling  and 
gaming must be curtailed to avoid abuses, and,  on  the other hand,  appropri-
ate uses can be made of profits from organising games. 
The  Penal  Code forbids all  organised lotteries. Under the law of 15 February 
1882,  lotteries exclusively set up  for charitable  purposes,  to encourage  in-
dustry and the arts, or to further public interest are excluded from the general 
prohibition. This law, as most recently modified by the law of 20 April  1977, 
remains the legal foundation regarding lotteries. 
The  CEuvre  Nationale  de  Secours  Grande  Duchesse  Charlotte  has  the 
monopoly for all  public lotteries. 
Luxembourg legislation has always allowed foreign organisations to. to set up 
in  Luxembourg  and  operate  under the  same  conditions  as  local  organisa-
tions. 
The gambling and  gaming market in  Luxembourg is comprised mainly of the 
Luxembourg  National  Lottery  and  the  German  lotos.  Furthermore,  one 
casino operates in  Mendorf and  is  strictly regulated  under Section IV of the 
Law of 20 April 1977 and the Reglement Grand  Ducal of 17 December 1986. 
The casino is authorised to include gaming machines among its activities. 
Finally,  betting on  sports events is also allowed; currently only one German 
toto,  of marginal  importance,  operates  under the betting on  sports events 
legislation.  Legislation  regarding  betting on  sports events  is  very liberal  in 
Luxembourg.  Cross-border betting is  allowed,  although  the heavy 15% tax 
imposed on this form of betting creates a commercial barrier insofar as  for-
eign operators find the tax prohibitively high.  Betting on the German toto is 
the main form of gaming operating under this legislation. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  24 
1.  LOTTERIES 
There  are  three types of 'lottery' currently operating  in  Luxembourg.  First, 
the Luxembourg  National  Lottery operates under a special  'Arrete' (July  13, 
1945).  This  Arrete applies  exclusively to the  National  Lottery.  The  National 
Lottery does not operate the game of 'Loto'. Second,  there are  local  lotter-
ies,  called  'tombolas', which fall under the Law of 1882 and the Law of April 
20,  1977.  We  have  examined  tombolas  is  our  section  on  non-national 
lotteries. The  third type  of lottery involved  an  arrangement only found  in 
Luxembourg.  Two  German  lotteries  have  been  authorised  to  operate  the 
game  of  'Loto'  in  Luxembourg,  subject  to  heavy  taxation.  The  German 
lotteries must function under the same legislation as  'tombolas'. 
1.1.  National Lotteries (Including Authorised German Lotos) 
1.1.1.  Legislation 
There  are  two types on  'national'  Lotteries  operating  in  Luxembourg.  The 
Luxembourg  National Lottery has the monopoly of public lotteries in Luxem-
bourg,  except in  cases  where another game  is  authorised  by  the relevant 
authorities.  The  Luxembourg  National  Lottery operates  a classical  lottery 
game as  well as scratch lotteries. It does not however operate the game of 
Loto. 
Since  1983,  two German  Loto  games  have  been  authorised to operate  in 
Luxembourg. 
Luxembourg's nineteenth century Code  Penal,  Articles 302 and 303, forbids 
all  organised lotteries. The  law of 15 February 1882  is the first law to allow 
lotteries, but only those lotteries exclusively set up for charitable purposes, 
to encourage  industry and  the arts,  or to further public interest.  The  main 
idea  behind  the  Law of 1882  was  to  protect vulnerable  citizens  from the 
dangers of gambling and gaming. 
The Arrete Grand  Ducal of 25  December 1944 created the 'CEuvre  Nationale 
de  Secours  Grande  Duchesse Charlotte'. The  CEuvre  was originally created 
to  provide  financial  assistance to war victims  at  a time when  the public 
authorities were not sufficiently organised to provide that help. 
The following year,  an Arrete Grand  Ducal of 13 July 1945 created a national 
lottery. This Arrete was modified by the Arrete Grand  Ducal  of 9 May 1953 
and  by the  Arrete  Grand  Ducal  of 29  December  1960.  Organisation  and 
authorisation of the national  lottery was delegated to the CEuvre  Nationale. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  25 
The  decision  to  confer the  running  of the  national  lottery to  the  CEuvre 
Nationale was clearly based on the charitable nature of its purpose. 
The  decision to set up  a National  Lottery in  the first place  was to channel 
man's instinct to gamble into a controllable and  a charitably-oriented frame-
work.  Abuses  would thus  be  limited and  lottery participation  funds  would 
remain  in  Luxembourg.  The  legal  framework for a National  Lottery did  not 
exist prior to this date. 
The  Law of 20  April  1977,  amending  the  Law  of 1882,  gives  the  CEuvre 
National de Secours Grande Duchesse Charlotte the power of veto regarding 
authorisation of all  lotteries. The  Law of 20 April  1977,  updated the Law of 
1882 with respect to all financial sums mentioned in the law. 
The  Law of 30 July 1983 creates  a special  tax for lotteries,  following the 
unofficial establishment of two German  lotteries (Sport-Toto  GmbH  Rhein-
land-Pfalz and the Saarland  Sporttoto GmbH).  Rather than tolerating a situa-
tion  in  which  Luxembourg citizens  buy  lottery tickets  in  neighbouring  Ger-
man  towns,  Luxembourg decided to allow the two German  lotteries to set 
up  distribution points within Luxembourg,  but would be  taxed for the privi-
lege of doing so  (see  1.4 below).  Clearly,  some players preferred to partici-
pate in the German Lotos given the higher level of prizes to be won. 
The basic definition of gaming is to be found  in the law of 15 June 1903, as 
subsequently  amended,  which  stipulates  that a 'jeu  de  hasard'  (game  of 
chance)  is one in which the element of chance prevails over the intellectual 
or  physical  skill  of players.  The  fact that a few enlightened  players  have 
'special skills' unavailable to the vast majority does  not exclude  it from the 
definition. This law was nonetheless abrogated by the Law of 20 April1977. 
1.1.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The  Loterie Nationale  is  authorised by virtue of its organic  law,  the Arrete 
Grand  Ducal  of 13 July,  as  further amended.  Regarding  other lotteries, the 
Law of 20 April 1977 stipulates that, as  long as the Loterie Nationale exists, 
the  'CEuvre  Nationale de Secours  Grande  Duchesse Charlotte' must give its 
approval for all public lotteries for which the value of tickets to be  issued ex-
ceeds ECU  2.300. 
The  Ministry  of Justice  and  the  'CEuvre  Nationale  de  Secours  Grande 
Duchesse  Charlotte'  have  authorised  two German  lotteries  (in  1983  and 
1984),  to operate the game of Loto in  Luxembourg  subject to levies of 7o/o Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  26 
and 8o/o  (increased to 9o/o  as of January 1991) of their gross returns from Iota. 
Authorisation for these organisations  has  been renewed for a period of five 
years  from  1991.  Organised  by the same  German  lotteries, the games  of 
'Spiel  77'  and  'Landeslotterie-Saar'  have  also  been  authorised,  as  has 
'Giucksspirale'  which  operates  for  sixteen  weeks  from  September  to 
December. 
The  Law of 1983 does not 'allow' foreign lotteries to enter the Luxembourg 
market. It simply creates a tax to be applied to foreign lotteries. The  Law of 
20 April  1977  is  the  key  insofar as  it prohibits  all  lotteries  except those 
authorised by the Ministry of Justice and with the approval of the CEuvre. 
Both foreign and  local  lottery operators must appoint a general agent domi-
ciled in Luxembourg. In the case of foreign operators, he must hold proxy for 
the foreign operator. They  must also accept the competence of the Luxem-
bourg courts regarding any litigation. 
No  other authorisations  have  been  granted  due  to the  market saturation 
factor. 
1.1.3. Supervision and  Control 
The  Luxembourg  National  Lottery is  supervised  mainly by  the  Ministry of 
Justice and the local police. 
The German lotos, once an  authorisation has been granted, are controlled by 
a  centralisation  of participation  slips  at  the  lotos  Luxembourg's  agents 
premises.  A  Commission  de  Controle  et  de  Surveillance  oversees  the 
supervision. The  Commission is  composed of one representative each from 
the  Ministry of Justice,  the  Ministry of Finance  and  the  CEuvre  National 
Grande Duchesse Charlotte. 
1.1.4. Taxation 
The  National  Lottery is  exempt from corporate  income tax,  in  accordance 
with article 161  of the Law on  Income Tax. There is no tax on gross income, 
nor on winnings. 
Foreign games are required to pay a levy for the right to offer their services 
on Luxembourg territory. As indicated above, a levy of 9o/o  is imposed on the Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  27 
two German  lotos. A levy of 5%, 5o/o  and  1  Oo/o  of gross returns is collected 
respectively on 'Spiel 77', 'Landeslotterie-Saar' and  'Giucksspirale'. 
The organisation of Iota is also subject to a special tax of 15o/o  on the amount 
of the stakes. The tax is levied on the loto operator on receipt of stakes and is 
payable to the Administration des Contributions Directes before the fifteenth 
of each month for the stakes of the previous month. 
Before  the  'threat'  of  German  loto fully  materialised,  the game  was  not 
taxed,  since profits from lotteries were directly used for philanthropic pur-
poses.  Taxation would only have complicated the procedure without achiev-
ing any substantial supplementary objectives. The aim of the tax was there-
fore to make sure some of the money spent by Luxembourgers on Iota out-
side its borders was recuperated by Luxembourg. 
1.1.5. Distribution of Profits 
A portion of the 'profit' of the Luxembourg National Lottery, fixed by a Regu-
lation of the Public Administration of 13 January 1961  at  12/72,  is allocated 
to the 'Fonds National de Solidarite'. 
Of the  remaining 60n2, 30/72  is  allocated to the  'CEuvre  Nationale de  Se-
cours Grande  Duchesse Charlotte' and the other 30/72 is  distributed among 
the  municipal  charities  and  philanthropic  organisations  (15/72  for social 
organisations,  5n2 for the  'Ligue  Luxembourgeoise',  5n2 for the  'CEuvre 
Caritas' and 5n2 for the 'Croix Rouge'). 
All  levies  collected  on  the  German  lotos  are  split equally between social 
(Fond  National. de  Solidarite),  cultural  (Fond  Culture!)  and  sports  (Comite 
Olympique) objectives. 
The  15o/o  tax collected on the German lotos goes into the global pool of tax 
revenue and is not allocated to any specific purposes. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  28 
1.1.6. Tax Revenue 
The  Loterie Nationale is tax exempt. For  1989, the Ministry of Finance  col-
lected over ECU  2 million from the German toto. 
While  not part of global  tax revenue,  approximately 30o/o  of amounts col-
lected by the Loterie National  (ECU  3,2  million in  1989). go to charities and 
activities that might otherwise have needed government funding. The same 
applies to the 9% levy on the German toto. 
1.1.7. Barriers 
As  indicated above,  in  Luxembourg,  a// lotteries are  prohibited except those 
authorised by the Ministry of Justice with the approval  ('avis conforme') of 
the CEuvre  National. 
Since the profits of German lotteries operating in  Luxembourg go to German 
charitable organisations, a special tax was created for foreign lotteri.es operat-
ing  in  Luxembourg, with the effect that a percentage of the money raised  in 
Luxembourg stays in  Luxembourg. 
This  legislation does not discriminate between foreign organisations setting 
up  in  Luxembourg  and  local  organisations.  Luxembourg  is  the  most open 
market in the EC. 
There  are  nonetheless sporadic  and  limited  clandestine  infiltrations from 
foreign  game operators.  These  infiltrations are  initiated  both  by operators 
abroad  and  Luxembourg  operators.  Infiltrations  usually  take  the  form  of 
mailing campaigns. 
Recently the Sud  Deutsche  Klassenloterie  was prosecuted  by the  Luxem-. 
bourg courts for its mailing campaign. Only authorised lotteries are allowed. 
1.2. Non-National Lotteries (i.e.  Local  Lotteries or rrombolas') 
1.2.1. Legislation 
The Law of 15 February 1882 still applies. It has been updated by the Law of 
20 April  1977 to account for inflation regarding financial  limits for authorisa-
tion and  prize money,  but remains the basic legal  foundation  regarding  lot-
teries. As  indicated above,  the law of 15 February 1882 allows lotteries, but 
only those lotteries exclusively set up for charitable purposes, to encourage Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  29 
industry and  the arts, or to further public interest. The  law of 20 April  1977 
allows games or competitions and  free lotteries and tombolas organised ex-
clusively for commercial advertising purposes.  Prize  bonds are also covered 
by this legislation. 
1.2.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Non-national  lotteries must seek  prior authorisation from the  'College des 
Bourgmestre et Echevins'  (municipal council)  if the total value of tickets to 
be  issued  is  under ECU  5.800.  For lotteries of between ECU  2.300 and  the 
ECU  5.800, the approval of the CEuvre  National is also necessary. If the total 
value exceeds ECU  5,800 prior authorisation from the Ministry of Justice, in 
consultation with the CEuvre National is necessary. 
Prize bonds also require prior authorisation from the Government. 
Free lotteries and tombolas organised for purely commercial advertising pur-
poses do not need prior authorisation. 
1.2.3. Supervision and  Control 
The  Ministry of Justice oversees the application of the law regarding  tom-
bolas,  the authorisation  request being the main  form of control. The  police 
commissioner and the public prosecutor oversee the application of the law. 
1.2.4. Taxation 
The  lotteries are  not subject to taxation.  In  certain cases,  some minor local 
taxes are levied. 
1.2.5. Distribution of Profits 
In  the request for authorisation, details of distribution of profit to beneficia-
ries must be given. The set up differs from lottery to lottery, but the terms of 
the agreement must of course be abided by. 
1.2.6. Tax Revenue 
Non-national lotteries are not taxed. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  30 
1.2.  7.  Barriers 
The local nature of tombolas means that barriers are not an important factor. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  31 
2.  CASINOS AND GAMING MACHINES 
2.1. Legislation 
Section IV of the Law of 20 April  1977 relating to the operation of games of 
chance and betting on sporting events constitutes the main legal framework 
for casinos.  Up  to then,  casinos  were not allowed.  Only if the institution 
promotes tourism is this law applicable. 
While  there  is  only one  casino  operating  in  Luxembourg,  at  Mondorf-les-
Bains, the law does not exclude the opening of other casinos. The reason the 
law was introduced was to use a casino as a vehicle for tourism promotion. 
The choice of Mendorf as a site has no legal roots in the Law of 1977. 
The  Reglement  Grand  Ducal  of 17  December  1986,  modifying the Regle-
ment Grand  Ducal  of 12  February  1979,  provide a strict set of rules to im-
plement the law of 20 April  1977. The  Reglements include a definitive list of 
games which may be played in casinos. 
Regarding  gaming machines,  in  accordance with article 3 of the Law of 20 
April  1977,  all  machines distributing coins  and  tokens,  and,  in  general,  all 
gaming machines based  on  skill and/or chance  are  prohibited on the public 
way,  in  public places and,  in  particular,  in cafes.  Gaming machines may only 
be operated in casinos. 
Gaming machines offering the chance to play again  as  the sole prize are  not 
subject to any prior authorisation or taxes. 
Casinos in Luxembourg are free to advertise. 
2.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
By exception to the legal prohibition on  the operation of games of chance, 
the Conseil d'Etat may grant the casino, or similar companies or associations 
established for tourism purposes,  the authorisation to open publicly acces-
sible locations where such games of chance may take place. 
The  individual authorisation is granted by the Minister of Finance, taking into 
account the 'cahier des charges'  (the  closest thing to a practical  company 
statute) and the opinion of the Conseil d'Etat. 
The authorisation may be  revoked by the Conseil d'Etat if the conditions of 
the law, the cahier des charges or the authorisation are not respected. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  32 
Persons  employed to work in  the gaming rooms must have the agreement 
of the Minister of Justice prior to starting their activities. Outside their hours 
on  duty, employees are  not  ~llowed to enter the gaming rooms.  Authorisa-
tion  is  never granted to persons condemned for crimes or offences detailed 
in Article  11  of the law of 20 April  1977. Authorisation is always personal and 
non-transferable. 
All  types of gaming machines operated  in  the casino  must be  approved  by 
the Ministry of Finance. 
Regarding  management of casinos,  the board  of directors  must be  com-
posed  of three members including a responsible  director. The  director and 
the other members of the board are bound by their job description, which is 
authorised  by the  Ministry of Justice.  During  opening  hours,  the director 
must be present at the casino or nearby in the municipality. 
Other aspects regulated by the Reglement Grand Ducal of 12 February 1979 
include the conditions for admission to gaming rooms, casino opening hours, 
bill-posting, and  bookkeeping. 
2.3. Supervision and Control 
The  Minister of Justice, the Administration des Contributions et des Accises 
and  the Ministry of Finance  appoint agents to supervise the casino and  its 
staff.  They  have  free  access  to gaming  rooms.  The  task of supervision  is 
usually carried out by a representative from a special service of the Gendar-
merie responsible for casinos and a representative from the fiscal authorities. 
The specific rules on  supervision are to be found in  articles 81  to 85 of the 
Reglement Grand  Ducal of 12 February 1979. 
2.4.  Taxation 
The Administration des Contributions et des Accises levies a tax on the gross 
turnover. 
The tax basis  is calculated on  the gross income,  less an  abatement of 25% 
representing mainly operating and  staff charges and a supplementary abate-
ment, which cannot exceed  1  0%, for recreational  activities (shows) organ-
ised in the casino. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  33 
The tax rates on gross income excluding entrance fees are the following: 
ECU per annum 
15o/o  < 41.000 
25%  from 41.000 to 83.000 
35%  from  83.000 to 249.000 
45o/o  from  249.000 to 498.000 
55%  from 498.000 to 830.000 
60%  from  830.000 to 2.490.000 
70%  from  2.490.000 to 4.149.000 
80o/o  from  4.149.000 to  5.809.000.000 
The  tax is due by the casino on  receipt of the stakes and  is  payable on the 
first and fifteenth of each month, on declaration of the casino manager. 
As the tax on the returns is relatively steep, casinos are exempt from income 
tax,  local tax, wealth tax and is not subject to VAT. 
The municipality of the establishment of the casino has a right to 20% of the 
tax  levied  by  the  Administration  des  Contributions.  The  municipality also 
levies a tax on the ticket of admittance into the casino. 
2.5. Distribution of Profits 
Once taxes are paid, the casino is free to dispose of profits as it sees fit. 
2.6. Tax Revenue 
For  1989,  the  Ministry of Finance  collected  over  ECU  2  million from the 
casino in  Mondorf-les-Bains. This figure includes the levy of casino entrance 
fees for the municipality in which the casino is located (Mondorf-les-Bains). 
2. 7.  Barriers 
There  are  no  legal  barriers to setting up casinos  in  Luxembourg. There  is, 
however,  a barrier of a commercial nature,  given the restricted size of the 
market, and  the proximity of casinos  in  neighbouring Germany,  France,  Bel-Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  34 
gium and  the Netherlands. Another potential barrier is  the political decision 
to grant an authorisation or not. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  35 
3.  SPORTING EVENT BETTING 
In  Luxembourg,  the only game based  on  gambling on  sports events  is  the 
German  'Toto', which organises bets on the results of football matches.  No 
betting on  horse racing  is organised in  Luxembourg. 
3.1. Legislation 
Gambling on sports events is subject to art. 4 of the Law of 20 April 1977 and 
in  more detail to the Reglement Grand  Ducal  of 7 September 1987. The lat-
ter was  motivated by  the decision to legalise betting on  horse  racing,  and 
would  allow foreign  operators  to set up  betting offices  in  Luxembourg  at 
which bets could be taken  on  racing  outside the country. A 15% tax would 
be levied on these bets (see fiscal regime below). 
The  Law of 1977 allows only betting via  the totalisator system.  Bookmaking 
is not a  II owed. 
Although  no  betting  on  horse  racing  currently  operates  in  Luxembourg, 
potential  candidates  are  free  to  apply for authorisation.  The  law does  not 
prevent an eligible party to build a race course on Luxembourg territory. 
3.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The organisation of gambling on sports events is subject to the prior authori-
sation of the Minister of Justice. 
The  request to the Minister of Justice must include the following informa-
tion: 
- name, profession and residence of the game operator: 
- a certificate of police record; 
- detailed regulations for the gambling activities for which the authori-
sation is requested. 
The activity of manager, agent, employee or partner regarding exploitation of 
gambling  on  sports is  also  subject to prior authorisation of the Minister of 
Justice. A copy of the future staff's police  record  must be  included in  the 
authorisation. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  36 
The  Minister of Justice,  upon  consultation of the Minister of Finance,  may 
render authorisation conditional upon the provision of personal or real  guar-
antees of up to ECU  115.300. The authorisations are personal and revocable. 
The  collection of bets and  the validation  of  ~tickets' may take  place only in 
authorised betting shops.  The  Ministry of Justice is  the authorisation body 
for these shops. 
A foreign operator would be obliged to use the services of an agent resident 
in  Luxembourg. 
3.3. Supervision and Control 
All  operations relating  to the  exploitation of gambles on  sports events are 
subject to control of the Minister of Justice and the Minister of Finance. The 
main form of control is the supervision of a series of requirements listed in 
Article  11 (1)  of the Reglement Grand  Ducal  of 7 September 1987. The  main 
control is operated through collection and centralisation of all betting slips on 
the agent's premises. 
The Administration des Contributions has been mandated to carry out control 
of taxes. 
3.4. Taxation 
Upon establishment of a new betting office, a once-off initial tax will be fixed 
by the Minister of Justice in  his authorisation, taking  into consideration the 
estimated future turnover. of the game operator. The amount of the initial tax 
will not exceed ECU  580. 
The tax on betting on sports events is fixed at 15% of gross stakes. The 15% 
tax is due on  events within and outside the territory of Luxembourg, and  on 
bets taken by Luxembourg and  foreign companies within Luxembourg.  It is 
due  by  the game  operator  on  receipt  of the amounts  and  payable  each 
month for the operations realised during the previous month. 
3.5. Distribution of Profits 
Precise  information on  the future  distribution  of the  profits  made  by  the 
operators must be included in the request for authorisation. Luxembourg  Vol.  Ill  37 
3.6. Tax Revenue 
For 1989, the Ministry of Finance collected approximately ECU  46.000 from 
the toto. 
3. 7.  Barriers 
Under  the  law,  foreign  operators  are  prohibited  from  setting  up  betting 
offices in  Luxembourg,  except in  case  where they have been granted prior 
authorisation. The  15% tax rate  is significantly higher than  in the neighbour-
ing countries, to the extent that foreign operators were no longer interested 
in  setting  up  in  Luxembourg  under these  conditions.  Luxembourgers  are 
allowed  to  make  bets  by  telephone  on  foreign  sporting  events  and,  of 
course, to cross the frontier to foreign betting offices. 
Betting on  Luxembourg events from abroad  must be  controlled by centrali-
sation  of betting slips  in  Luxembourg.  If betting slips cannot  be· checked, 
then betting becomes illegal. The  Netherlands  Vol.  Ill  38 
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THE  NETHERLANDS 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
The  philosophy of the  Dutch' gambling and  gaming  legislation  is  to control 
the human desire to gamble,  to fight illegal gambling and  gaming and -in 
some  cases- to channel  revenue  to improve public welfare. The  present 
legal  regime is  the result of a policy which aims at curbing  illegal games by 
allowing certain games to be played in order to meet the natural demand for 
gambling. 
The  main  legal  source regulating gambling and  gaming  in  the Netherlands is 
the  'Wet van  1  0.12.1964 op  de kansspelen'  (Law on  Gambling and  Gaming 
of 1964) which replaced the Law of 1905. It states the basic principle that it is 
illegal to organise a game of chance for winnings as  well as to participate in 
such an  activity unless the game is licenced. A game of chance is defined as 
a game where the winner is determined by chance and  has no influence on 
the process through which he  is  picked.  Specific rules  cover the games for 
which a licence can  be  obtained. The  Law contains an  exemption from the 
main  principle in the case of the State Lottery. It is not illegal to take part in 
this game. 
Based  on  the Law on  Gambling  and  Gaming  the Ministries of Justice, Eco-
nomic Affairs and  the Ministry of Welfare,  Health and  Cultural  Affairs can 
grant a licence to an organisation under certain conditions. For the organisa-
tion of 'sports predictions' (Toto), of a totalisator and the operating of casinos 
in  Holland, the Law stipulates that only one licence can  be granted for each 
of these activities. A licence to organise the Lotto can  only be given to the 
organisation entrusted with the Toto. 
At the moment licences have been granted for the following principal games: 
•  Football pool (Toto) or other sports predictions; 
•  Totalisator (betting on horse races): 
•  Lotto and other lotteries: 
•  Casinos: 
•  Gambling  machines. 
The  Law on  Gaming and  Gambling of 1964 is  not applicable if the game of 
chance  is  organised within a small  private party (selected group) and  if the 
event is non profitable. The  Netherlands  Vol.  Ill  42 
Certain  life  insurance  policies  and  special  loan  regimes  can  be  defined as 
games of chance.  However, the Law on  Gambling and  Gaming contains an 
exemption and is not applicable in these cases. 
The  fiscal aspects of gambling and  gaming activities in  the Netherlands are 
dealt  with  in  the  'Wet van  14.12.1961  op  de  kansspelbelasting'  (Law  on 
Gambling  Tax).  The  following  persons  and  winnings  are  subject to Dutch 
gambling tax: 
i)  residents  and  non-residents  of the  Netherlands  on  their winnings 
from  Dutch  games  of chance  and  sport results  betting,  excluding 
casino winnings; 
ii)  residents of the Netherlands on their foreign winnings; 
iii)  operators of Dutch casinos on the gross gaming profit. 
The gambling tax on winnings of Dutch games is deducted at source by the 
operator and the player receives the net prize. 
Although  the Dutch  legislation is  clear on  the definition of illegal  gambling 
and  gaming, this has  not prevented the spread of illegal  games.  The  major 
illegal activities are the 'Golden Ten Casinos' and the illegal lotto. 
In  general,  three reasons  can  be given explaining why the present situation 
has developed: 
•  the liberal attitude of the government; 
•  the difficulties encountered by the law enforcement agencies, and 
•  in  the case  of illegal  competition from abroad:  the view that such 
activities are justified under EC Law. 
The government believes that prosecuting the operators of illegal casinos is 
only one part of its policy to curb  illegal gambling. The  main part is  to offer 
the Dutch player a variety of interesting games that will take  away the de-
mand for illegal games.  In the past, the prosecution of illegal casino operators 
has  involved  time consuming  and  costly  investigations.  The  authorities  in 
charge,  therefore, have thought twice before initiating these procedures. And 
last, some academics in Holland share the view that competition from abroad 
cannot be  prevented since this would run  contrary to the provisions of the 
EEC Treaty on the freedom to provide services. 
We will deal  with the question of illegal  gambling in  more detail  in  the fol-
lowing chapters discussing the different games. The  Netherlands  Vol.  Ill  43 
2.  LOTTERIES 
The  Dutch  Law on  Gambling and  Gaming  differentiates between the State 
Lottery and other lotteries. The  state lottery is dealt within the law in  a sec-
tion of its own. Special rules apply to this game. 
The  provisions on  lotteries, on  the other hand,  apply to the Dutch  Lotto, to 
other national lotteries (such as the Giro- and  Bank Lotteries) and to local lot-
teries. 
Lotteries with total stakes not exceeding ECU 2.150 (ECU 4.300 in cities with 
more  than  50.000  inhabitants)  qualify  as  local  lotteries.  In  this  case  the 
licence is granted by the local authorities. 60o/o  of the turnover must be used 
for charitable or philanthropic purposes. As  with other lotteries the rules on 
gambling tax apply. 
The  Lotto will be dealt with in  the next chapter and  the Giro- and  Bank  Lot-
teries are described in chapter 4. 
2.1. Legislation 
The fundamental principle of Dutch legislation is the prohibition of games of 
chance.  However, an exemption is  made for the 'Staatsloterij' (State Lottery) 
as  a governmental organisation which is dealt with in Articles 8 to 14 of the 
Law on Gambling and Gaming. 
The  State Lottery has been founded some 250 years ago  and  has  been the 
only legal  game of chance  in  Holland  until  1905 when lotteries were intro-
duced. 
The Dutch State Lottery organises 12 lotteries a year, one every month. Each 
lottery consists of 3 draws ('classes' -hence the name class  lottery) which 
all take place in one week. Tickets whose number has been drawn drop out 
and the remaining go on to the second draw and then the third draw. 
The  main  prize  is  limited by law to ECU  214.000.  (This  prize cap  will be  re-
moved by new legislation which is  expected to be passed  in  parliament in 
1991).  The  price for a whole ticket for one  lottery is  ECU  10,7.  It is  also 
possible to buy a share of a ticket, in the case of the Dutch lottery it is 1/5 of a 
whole ticket for ECU  2, 1. This share entitles the holder to 1/5 of the winnings 
that fall to that ticket. The  Netherlands  Vol.  Ill  44 
2.2. Supervision and Control 
The  State Lottery is set up by the Law on  Gambling and  Gaming  and  oper-
ates under the supervision of the Ministry of Finance.  The  Ministry appoints 
a director who is  in charge of the Lottery's management. Financial control of 
the National Lottery is  exercised through the Dutch 'Algemene Rekenkamer' 
(General  Audit  Office)  which  a.~dits the  annual  financial  statements  pre-
.r 
sented to the Ministry of Finance. 
The  sale of lottery tickets is  mainly done through retail  outlets appointed by 
the  Ministry. After a decision taken  in  November 1990 by  the  Minister of 
Finance, post offices will also sell state lottery tickets. The  Law on Gambling 
and  Gaming  provides  for a second  marketing  channel:  the  independent 
vendors  ('collecteurs') employed by the State  Lottery. This  entails calling at 
houses to collect bets.  Retailers are  paid  on  a commission only basis. Their 
number has considerably diminished over the past years. 
2.3.  Taxation 
2.3.1. Direct Tax 
A gambling tax of 25o/o  is  levied on  all  winnings on  the State Lottery which 
exceed the amount of ECU  428.  The tax is deducted at source by the State 
Lottery and  the winnings are  paid  net to the players.  The  gambling tax is 
withheld by the game operator. 
For lottery winnings and  sports betting the so-called  'add-up rule' applies: all 
winnin·gs which are paid on the same occasion are considered as  one grand 
total. This  means that a winning of more than  ECU  428 on  a lottery ticket 
which  is  divided  into five will be  fully taxed  even  though  each  part of the 
ticket receives less than  ECU 428. 
2.3.2.  VAT 
No VAT is levied on the price of tickets for the State Lottery. 
2.4. Distribution of Profits 
The State Lottery is required by law to pay back in prizes at least two thirds of 
the stakes it receives. In 1990, as was the case in 1988 and 1989, 70% of the 
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1  2,8 million. This would mean that the sales of lottery tickets amount to ECU 
18,4 million. After deduction of the gambling tax (ECU  4,3 million) a gaming 
profit of ECU  1  ,2 million remains. 
Once the costs are deducted the gaming profit of the State Lottery is trans-
ferred to the general budget· by the Ministry of Finance without being  ear-
marked for a particular purpose. 
2.5. Tax Revenue 
In  addition to the net operating profit the Ministry of Finance  also receives 
the revenues of gambling tax from the State Lottery (approximately ECU  4,3 
million for 1989). 
2.6. Barriers 
Since the State Lottery was set up by exception to the law prohibiting gam-
bling it would be against the law to establish a competitive class lottery in the 
Netherlands. 
The  State  Lottery has  repeatedly complained about the two German  class 
lotteries who sell tickets through their agents in the Netherlands. The  State 
Lottery hopes that the forthcoming changes  in  legislation will help to make 
the  State  Lottery more attractive for Dutch  players  reducing  the need  for 
them to participate in lotteries abroad. The  Netherlands  Vol.  Ill  46 
3.  LOTTO  AND  TOTO 
3.1. Legislation 
The  Law on  Gambling  and  Gaming  deals  with 'sportprijsvragen'  (Toto)  in 
Articles  15 to 22 and with the Lotto in Articles 27a  to 27f. The  Ministries of 
Justice, of Economic Affairs and  of Welfare,  Health and  Cultural  Affairs are 
jointly in charge of executing the Law. 
While Toto has  been  played  in  Holland since  1961  the Lotto was not intro-
duced before 1974. The  introduction was a response to the growing attrac-
tiveness of the German Lotto for players in the Netherlands. 
The  Lotto, Toto and  the 'Cijferspel' are  all  organised  by one institution, the 
'Stichting de  Nationale  Sporttotalisator -SNS' (Foundation  of the National 
Sporttotalisator) which is closely linked to the government. 
The games concerned are: 
•  Lotto and  Mid-Lotto (Lotto played  52 weeks per year,  Mid-Lotto played 
8 times a year) 
•  Cijferspel (60 draws per year) 
•  Toto (bet on the results of 12 soccer games) 
•  Dubbel Toto (10 times a year twice a week) 
•  Toto-Gelijk  (drawings  of soccer games;  will be  discontinued after the 
introduction of an on-line system) 
Lotto accounts for 81%  of the turnover of the SNS,  the Cijferspel for 14% 
and Toto for 5o/o.  In 1989 the turnover amounted to ECU 69,0 million. 
3.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
After the SNS  had been operating the Toto since  1961, a licence to operate 
Lotto  in  the  Netherlands  has  been  granted  to the  'Stichting  de  Nationale 
Sporttotalisator-SNS' (Foundation  of the  National  Sporttotalisator)  by  the 
Ministry of Justice in  1975. According to the Law on Gambling and Gaming a 
licence for Lotto can only be granted to the body operating the Toto. This first 
licence was granted  for a period  of 7 years  and  has  since  been  renewed 
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3.3. Supervision and Control 
The management of the SNS is under the supervision of the Ministry of Wel-
fare,  Health and Cultural Affairs. The  Minister appoints the chairman and vice 
chairman  of the SNS  who are  nominated by the 'Nederlandse Sport Fede-
ratie' and the 'Stichting Centraal  Overleg Fondsenwervingsacties'. 
3.4.  Taxation 
3.4.1. Direct Tax 
As per the State Lottery, on winnings from Lotto/Toto a gambling tax of 25% 
is  levied and  deducted at source by the SNS.  The  exemption from the gam-
bling  tax  and  the  'add-up'  rule  (as  explained  under  'State  Lottery')  also 
applies to winnings received in the Lotto/Toto. 
3.4.2.  VAT 
No VAT is levied on the sale of tickets. 
3.5. Distribution of Profits 
In  1989 the S.N.S.  achieved a turnover of ECU  69,0 million from all  games 
(Lotto,  Toto  and  Cijferspel).  49%  were paid  in  prizes  to players  (includes 
gambling tax which is retained), costs amounted to 11 ,5o/o  and 39,5% of the 
turnover was distributed according to legislation. 
As  stipulated  by  the  Law on  Gambling  and  Gaming  the  revenues  of the 
Lotto/ Toto are distributed among two big groups beneficiaries: 
i)  The  sector sport and  physical training  (sector sport en  lichamelijke 
vorming -SLV) 
ii)  The  sectors culture,  social  welfare and  public health  (sectoren cul-
tuur, maatschappelijk welzijn en volksgezondheid -CMV). 
In  1989 the distribution of revenues  derived from the games organised  by 
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1.  Spendings on sport and physical training  (.000  ECU) 
A  Promotional Activities  415 
B  Sporting Organisations  10.969 
c  Management  1.131 
D  Facilities and accommodation  1.566 
Total  14.081 
2.  Spendings on culture,  social welfare and  public health 
A  Culture (Prince  Bernhard Fund)  2.310 
B  Social Welfare (Queen Juliana Fund)  2.403 
c  Public Health  2.360 
D  Others (Refugee Aid and  Development Aid)  277 
Total  7.350 
Total Spending 1989 (  1 + 2)  21.431 
The two funds mentioned above are the so-called  'Large Royal  Funds' which 
have  been  set up  in  the  Netherlands to finance the arts and  social welfare 
projects.  They  receive  part of their funding from the  revenues  of gambling 
and  gaming. 
3.6. Tax Revenue 
Based  on a total amount of winnings for 1989 of ECU  32,1  million the gam-
bling tax deducted and paid to the Ministry of Finance by the SNS amounted 
to ECU  8,0 million. 
3. 7.  Market Information 
The  'Stichting de  Nationale  Sporttotalisator'  is  the only organisation  in  the 
Netherlands which has been granted a licence to operate the Lotto and Toto. 
The  sale  of tickets and  the distribution of the winnings  is  handled  by 4000 
sports clubs who sell tickets either directly to players or to shopkeepers. The 
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'Koninklijke Nederlandse Voetbal  Bond-KNVB' (Royal  Dutch Soccer Associ-
ation) and through 40 regional agents. 
Currently,  a reorganisation  of this distribution system is  under way with a 
view to abolish the distribution monopoly of the sports clubs by establishing 
a network of 2000 independe.nt agents (in  the first stage). This restructuring 
will take place  parallel  to the introduction of an  on-line system for the pro-
cessing  of the tickets and  is  expected to take  place  in  the second  half of 
1991. 
Although the SNS  in theory enjoys a monopoly as sole operator of the Lotto 
and  Toto  in  the Netherlands  it faces  competition  mainly from illegal  game 
operators.  Over the past years  the market share  of illegal  operations  has 
increased and  is estimated to be close to that of the official Lotto. 
In  its efforts to curb the illegal  Iottes the  Dutch  government and  the local 
authorities face the problems outlined already in the summary of this report. 
While some of the investigations into illegal operations have  been success-
ful and  led to the prosecution of the operators,  the illegal  lotto is  too wide-
spread to be effectively curbed with the use of existing resources. 
The  illegal Iottes are very popular among the Dutch players.  Due to their low 
operating costs illegal operators can offer a winning plan with higher chances 
to win compared to the official Lotto. Many players are not even aware of the 
illegal nature of the game in  which they participate. This fact further discour-
ages local authorities (Chief of Police, public prosecutor, mayor) to strictly en-
force the law.  In  some municipalities,  the police have to concentrate their 
efforts on  more serious forms of crime and  therefore lack the resources to 
investigate into illegal Iottes. 
The  Dutch  government's answer to  the  problems  mentioned  above  lies 
partly in  the forthcoming change  of the legal  situation.  The  introduction of 
the instant lottery and the establishment of the on-line system is thought to 
increase the attractiveness of the legal games and  thus reduce the demand 
for illegal Iottes. 
3.8. Barriers 
As  the only  organisation  licenced  to organise  the  Lotto  and  Toto  in  the 
Netherlands the SNS  holds a monopoly on  these games. The  Law on  Gam-
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the same type of games to a second operator.  Foreign operators, therefore, 
are excluded from legally operating on the Dutch market. 
The  Dutch Law on Gambling and  Gaming states that it is  illegal to offer the 
opportunity to the public to participate  in  a game  of chance  for winnings 
without having obtained a licence from the government. This  rule applies to 
Dutch and  foreign operators, who want to establish a physical  presence in 
the Netherlands. 
In addition, a foreign operator is  banned from developing activities on  Dutch 
territory with the aim of promoting a foreign game of chance which is organ-
ised  outside the Netherlands and  whose business  it set up  outside Dutch 
territory. 
However, Dutch residents may enter into any foreign game that is organised 
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4. ,GIRO- and BANK LOTTERY 
4.1. Legislation 
In the Netherlands, the Ministry of Justice issues about 200 licences to con-
duct lotteries each year.  Most of these lotteries are local and take place only 
once.  Some  are  organised  on  a permanent basis  like  the two national  lot-
teries, the Giro Lottery and the Bank Lottery. 
The  'Giro  Loterij'  and  the  'Bank  Loterij' are  two lotteries organised  by the 
'Algemene Loterij Nederland' (General  Dutch Lottery) under aJmost identical 
rules.  They are organised to generate funds for various purposes and are  not 
affiliated with the banks. 
To  participate players must hold either a regular bank account (Bank  Lottery) 
or a postal giro account (Giro  Lottery). Their account number is their 'ticket' 
number.  Each lottery organises 6 draws a year every second months, so that 
each  month of the year there is a draw in  either lottery. The  main  prizes are 
ECU  42.800, 32.100, 21.400 and  10.700. The  price of a ticket is  ECU  4,3 for 
one  draw and  is  paid  by standing order to the Lottery.  Similarly,  prizes  are 
directly transferred to the accounts of the winners. There is  neither a limit to 
the size of the prizes nor to the amount of the stakes. 
The  main  requirement for obtaining a licence  for a national  lottery is  that 
60% of the turnover is  used for charitable purposes. 
4.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The  Minister of Justice has granted a licence in  1971  to the 'Aigemene Lo-
terij Nederland' (ALN) to run the Giro and  Bank  Lotteries. The ALN  has dele-
gated the organisation of these lotteries to the SUFA,  the 'Stichting Uitvoe-
ringsorgaan  Financiele Akties'. 
4.3. Supervision and Control 
The Ministry of Justice exercises control over the ALN. 
4.4.  Taxation 
Winnings exceeding  ECU  430 are  subject to gambling tax of 25o/o.  It is  de-
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4.5. Distribution of Profits 
The SUFA pays 60o/o  of the turnover to the ALN who is in charge of distribut-
ing  it among  its beneficiaries.  These  are  two royal  funds  (Prince  Bernhard 
Fund and Queen Juliana Fund) as well as several foundations set up for chari-
table purposes. 
4.6. Tax Revenue 
No information is available on the proceeds from gambling tax due to the lack 
of turnover figures. 
4. 7.  Barriers 
Under Dutch legislation, anyone fulfilling the requirements set out in the Law 
on  Gambling and  Gaming can  apply for a licence to organise a lottery in the 
Netherlands. 
The  ALN  does not enjoy a legal  monopoly to run  the Bank  Lottery and  the 
Giro  Lottery.  Theoretically,  there  could  be  any  number of bank  lotteries 
licenced  in  Holland.  In  practical  terms,  however,  the market would hardly 
support competing lotteries both using bank account numbers. 
Another national lottery using a similar system is the Zip Code Lottery where 
prizes are  distributed among players who have  entered the lottery with the 
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5.  CASINOS 
5.1. Legislation 
In  1974 a new Title (Titel  IVb,  Casinospelen) was incorporated into the Law 
on  Gambling  and  Gaming  regulating  casinos  in  the  Netherlands.  This  Title 
(Articles 27g to 27z),  which forms the framework for the casino regulations, 
states that there is one organisation to be appointed to operate casinos in the 
Netherlands. The  licensing requirements are  contained in the 'Casino Order' 
which also sets forth rules for each game played in the casinos. 
This  monopolistic structure was chosen to enable the government to have a 
firm grip on gambling in casinos and to curb the operations of illegal casinos. 
Despite this  regulatory attempt illegal  gambling still exists on  a large  scale 
and competes with the legally established casinos. 
In  1986 the operation of slot machines  became  legal  and  these machines 
were introduced in  Dutch casinos. 
5.2. Authorisation and Licensing/Supervision and Control 
The  'Nationale Stichting tot Exploitatie van  Casinospelen  in  Nederland' was 
set up by the state to operate casinos in the Netherlands. 
The  Ministries of Justice and  Economic Affairs are  in  charge of the overall 
supervision of the casinos.  They also  have to approve the management and 
are assisted by the permanent Council for casinos. The Council was set up to 
advise and assist the Ministers of Justice and Economic Affairs on all matters 
regarding casinos.  It has to prepare each year a report on the Dutch casinos 
(Articles 27h and 27i of the Law on Gambling and Gaming). 
After consultation with the Council, the Ministers decide on the specific rules 
under which the casinos will have to operate (Casino Order). 
Regarding the location of casinos the mayor and  city council of a new loca-
tion have to give their approval. 
The  Dutch General Audit Office (Aigemene  Rekenkamer)  is  responsible for 
supervising the financial  affairs of the casinos by checking the annual  audit 
and undertaking any further investigations if required by the Council. 
The  Dutch  Measurement Institute has  to approve and  regularly check the 
gambling machines in the casinos. The  Netherlands  Vol.  Ill  54 
5.3.  Taxation 
5.3.1.  Direct Tax 
A tax of 33 1/3  o/o  is levied on the gross winnings of casinos. The operator of a 
casino is  required to keep a record  of the information which is  necessary for 
the levying of the gambling tax. 
Gambling tax on casino games is  levied on  the casino  itself and  not on  the 
players. It is based on the gross winnings. 
5.3.2.  VAT 
Slot-machine winnings are  exempted from gambling tax.  However,  VAT  is 
levied on  the service of providing the opportunity to play on  a slot-machine, 
i.e. is levied on casino entrance fees. It is levied at a rate of 18.5o/o. 
5.4.  Distribution of Profits 
The net profit of the casinos is paid to the Ministry of Finance and accrues to 
the general budget (Art.27p,3.). 
5.5. Tax Revenue 
The gambling tax received by the Ministry of Finance from casinos amounted 
to ECU  22,6 million in  1988 and  ECU  24,8 million in  1989. 
In  1988 casinos generated ECU  5,1  million in  tax revenue and  in  1989 ECU 
7,5 million in VAT on slot-machines. 
5.6.  Market Information 
The  'Nationale Stichting tot Exploitatie van  Casinospelen in  Nederland' is the 
only organisation  in  the  Netherlands  which  has  been  granted a licence to 
operate casinos  in  the country.  This  organisation operates 8 casinos  in  the 
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Holland Casinos is bound by Article 16 of the Casino Regulations " ... to see to 
it that any publicity activities are designed carefully and  objectively guarding 
especially  against  any  incitement of unlawful  participation  in  gaming."  In 
practice,  Holland  Casinos  use  all  common  means  of advertising  with the 
exception of lV spots.  · 
Although  Holland  Casinos'  in  theory enjoys  a monopoly as  sole operator of 
legal casinos in the Netherlands it faces competition from illegal game opera-
tors. 
The  illegal casinos have always presented themselves to the public as  'legal 
establishments', claiming to organise  not a game of chance  but a game of 
skill.  In the past, law enforcement agencies and the public prosecutor had to 
invest many hours into proving the opposite. This procedure was very costly 
and resulted in the prosecution of few illegal operators. 
The situation has  now changed when several judges accepted the opinion of 
one  academic  who claims  that  because  of the  very  nature  of the  game 
"Golden Ten" can  only be  qualified as  game of chance.  This  view has  now 
become accepted several  cases.  However, the chief judge of the Supreme 
Court  has  still to issue  a formal  opinion  on  this  matter.  In  the case  of a 
favourable  opinion  a more  effective  enforcement of the  present  law will 
become possible. 
5. 7.  Barriers 
The  Law on  Gambling and  Gaming  effectively establishes a state monopoly 
on  legally operated casinos  in  the Netherlands.  It is  clearly  in  the  Law on 
Gambling and  Gaming that only one organisation should be  be able to oper-
ate casinos under the close control of the government. This is also reflected 
in the fact that by law all casino profits fall to the treasury. 
Holland Casinos is the only organisation which is permitted to legally operate 
casinos  in  the  Netherlands.  Any  new casino  will  come  under the  man-
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6.  HORSE  RACING  (TOTALISATOR) 
6.1. Legislation 
According to the Dutch  Law on  Gambling  and  Gaming  (Articles  23 to 27),  a 
licence can be granted to a legal entity for the organisation of a totalisator for 
the betting on  horses. The  'Stichting Totalisator Draf- en Rensport' has been 
granted a licence by Royal  Decree. 
No  bookmaking  is  allowed  in  the  Netherlands.  This  reflects  the  Dutch 
government's  concerns  on  the  ability  to  police  and  control  illegal 
bookmaking.  Given the  situation  regarding  casinos  their concerns do have 
some  validity.  It once  again  shows  the  need  for  a  strong  relationship 
between licensing and  control procedures. 
6.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The  requirements for obtaining and  maintaining a licence for a totalisator are 
stated in Art. 25 of the Law on Gambling and Gaming. They relate to 
•  the number of races to take place, 
•  the maximum stake per person and bet, 
•  the retention and  distribution, 
•  the supervision by the government, and 
•  the prevention of illegal betting on horses. 
Additional  requirements are  contained  in  the  Ministerial Decree of 1986 in 
which  the  Ministers  of Agriculture  and  Justice granted  a  licence  to  the 
'Stichting Totalisator Draf- en  Rensport'. These requirements mainly concern 
race tracks. 
In  1986 the 'Stichting Totalisator Draf- en  Rensport' concluded an agreement 
with Ladbroke on the organisation of gambling on horse races.  Ladbroke was 
allowed to run the tote on behalf of the Stichting . 
.  6.3. Supervision and Control 
Gambling  on  horse races  falls under the supervision of the Ministry of Agri-
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'Stichting  Totalisator  Nederland'  supervises  the activities  of the  'Stichting 
Totalisator Draf- en  Rensport'. 
6.4.  Taxation 
A gambling tax of 25%  is  levied on winnings and  deducted at source by the 
Totalisator. The  exemption for winnings below ECU  428 applies also to bets 
on horse races (see 2.3.1. State Lottery for details). 
6.5. Distribution of Profits 
Part of the revenues from the Totalisator have to be remitted to the Ministers 
of Agriculture and Justice. The  Ministers will then determine how this part of 
the revenues is used. 
From the remaining  revenues part is  used  to cover the costs of organising 
the races and part accrues to the 'Centrale Fonds'. 
6.6. Tax Revenue 
No  information has  been obtained on the amount of tax received from horse 
betting.  Based on  a 1989 turnover of approximately 70 million ECUS and  an 
average tax level of 15  o/o  on returns for winnings, we can estimate tax levels 
for 1989 as being 7.35 million ECUS. 
6.7. Barriers 
Ladbroke have an  exclusive contract to manage the horse race betting in the 
Netherlands. This prevents competitive market entry. Since by law only one 
organisation can  operate a totalisator new applicants can only be considered 
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7.  GAMING  MACHINES 
7  .1. Legislation 
As of 1 December 1986 permits have been available to establish and operate 
gaming  machines  at  commercial  premises.  Prior  to  that  date,  gaming 
machines which paid back winnings in cash were illegal. 
7  .2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The permit to set up a gambling machine has to be obtained from the mayor 
and the city council of the town where the machine is to be set up. 
General requirements governing the award and retention of permits to set up 
gaming machines are stated in Art. 30c of the Law on Gambling and Gaming. 
Permits are granted on  behalf of the Minister of Economic Affairs. The main 
requirements  apply  to  the  machines  themselves  (e.g.  60o/o  of the stakes 
have  to be  paid  back  to the players).  Additional  requirements concern  the 
maintenance and  repair facilities  an  owner of gaming  machines must have. 
Before a permit is  issued the applicant has to provide information regarding 
his  business.  A  permit  can  be  withdrawn  if the  information  provided  is 
incorrect or if the operation of machines has not been started within one year 
of the issue of the licence. 
7.3. Supervision and Control 
The supervision and use of operator permits is carried out by civil servants of 
the Ministry of Economic Affairs and the Ministry of Finance. 
The  Minister of  Economic  Affairs  has  delegated  the  testing  of gaming 
machines to the Weights and  Measures Office. 
7.4.  Taxation 
7  .4.1. Direct Tax 
The  winnings  from  gaming  machines  are  exempted  from  gambling  tax. 
However, VAT is  levied on  the providing of an  opportunity to play a gaming 
machine. Accordingly entrance fees to premises where gaming machines are 
located carry a VAT rate of 18.5%. The  Netherlands  Vol.  Ill  59 
7  .5. Distribution of Profits 
The profit received by the operator of a gaming machine is not subject to any 
rule regarding its distribution but is considered as a regular commercial profit. 
7.6. Tax Revenue 
The revenues received by the State consists of VAT and legal charges for the 
permits. They accrue to the general budget. 
7. 7.  Barriers 
There  does  not seem to be  any  barrier to operating a gaming machine as 
long as the requirements for obtaining a licence are fulfilled. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  60 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Gambling and  gaming activities in  Portugal  have  been  a government mono-
poly since the eighteenth century when the ruling  monarchy first delegated 
lottery  rights  to  a long-standing  charitable  institution,  the  Santa  Casa  da 
Misericordia in  Lisbon. 
The  Santa  Casa  has  evolved  as  the government's major agency for the im-
plementation of its gambling  regulations.  It currently runs the National  Lot-
tery,  a football pool  (Totobola) and  a lotto pool (Totoloto). The institution has 
set up two internal departments to run  the lottery and  the pools. These de-
partments are  independent from the other activities of the Santa  Casa  and 
run the gambling concessions as a private concern,  under the scrutiny of the 
official government gambling institutions. 
The  oldest form of gambling control  is  the  National  Lottery rules  that have 
existed since 1886. Present regulations emanate from Decree-law 40 397 of 
November 24,  1955. Totobola was initially created in  1961  and present regu-
lations  were defined  in  Decree-law  84/85 of March  28,  1985.  This  same 
decree-law sets out the  rules  for Totoloto,  which  had  been  intr·oduced  in 
1982 and taken market share from Totobola. 
All  three games  have  declined  recently as  a result of the introduction of a 
uniform 25o/o  tax on winnings which seems to have discouraged players. The 
Santa  Casa  is  hopeful the market will go up again  as  soon as  the effects of 
the new tax have been absorbed. The  Santa  Casa  also  hopes to merge the 
two existing departments (National  Lottery and  Pools)  into one by the end of 
1990 in an effort to reduce duplication of activities and to cut costs. 
The  government's principal  watchdog is  the  'lnspect;ao Geral  de  Finant;as' 
(Finance  General  Inspectorate),  the financial  control  and  technical  support 
arm of the Finance Ministry. This Inspectorate conducts random audits of the 
Santa  Casa's  activities to ensure that the appropriate  regulations are  being 
complied with. 
Another body,  the Gambling  General  Inspectorate,  inspects the activities of 
casinos  and  bingo operators,  with teams  usually  permanently assigned  to 
casino premises to verify compliance with the law. 
Casinos and  bingo rooms complete Portugal's gambling market.  In  line with 
government monopoly rules,  concessions are given for the running of these 
games.  Casino  regulations date back to 1926 while bingo regulations  is  as 
recent  as  1982.  The  government's  original  intentions  in  regulating  these Portugal  Vol.  Ill  64 
games was to limit the scope for exploitation of the public and  curtail illegal 
activities that were taking  place.  The  initial  legislation was,  therefore,  of a 
prohibitive  nature.  More  recently,  the government has  come  to recognise 
the  importance  of gambling  activities  as  a  promotional  instrument  for 
tourism. It has sought to clarifY legislation to encourage it. 
Casinos are  now allowed in areas of strong tourism activity and  have to sup-
port government sponsored  tourism  initiatives in  their areas.  Bingo  rooms 
have  become increasingly popular and,  given the recent implementation of 
the game, the government has announced plans to put new concessions to 
tender very soon. 
Foreign  investment is only possible in  casinos  and  bingo rooms.  Ownership 
rules presently limit outside participation to 40o/o  of a company's capital. 
The  relative small size  of the Portuguese market results  in  a small  pool  for 
players.  A Single  Market would allow Portuguese players  access to larger 
pools in other European markets such as Spain and  France. 
In Portugal, the running of betting games such as football and lotto. pools is a 
government monopoly. This  is the responsibility of Santa  Casa  da  Misericor-
dia de Lisboa. 
The Santa  Casa  is a five century-old charitable institution in  Lisbon. The Gov-
ernment has granted exclusive rights to Santa  Casa  for the organisation and 
administration in  the national territory of all  'apostas mutuas desportivas', a 
general denomination for any  kind  of game involving guesses on  results of 
either sport events or sets of numbers drawn at random  for cash  or other 
prizes. 
The  Santa  Casa  is  an  organ  of public utility subject to very strict regulations 
emanating from the Ministry of Labour and  Social  Security.  It has  financial 
and  administrative autonomy to conduct its  public assistance objectives as 
well as the gaming concessions. 
The  government's position  is  that only an  organisation of this kind  satisfies 
the  requirement of absolute  integrity in  the performance of tasks such  as 
collection of bets,  handling of scrutinies and  payment of prizes.  Even  in  our 
modern economies the governmental position is that the Santa  Casa  has to 
run  the  games  to  ensure  its  proper control.  A  recent  extension  to that 
rationale  has  led  to the  channelling  of profits from  gambling  through  the 
Santa  Casa  to purposes  of social  merit.  These  include  the  promotion  of 
sports and the provision of general social services. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  65 
1.1. The Games 
The  Santa  Casa's  concession~ presently include the Totobola  (football pool), 
Totoloto (lotto pool) and  National Lottery. 
The  institution. was first given the responsibility to run  the national lottery in 
1783. This  mandate was  ratified  in  a Decree-Law in  1926.  Concessions for 
Totobola and Totoloto followed in  1961  and  1985, respectively. 
1.2.  Departamento de Apostas Mutuas 
In  order to administer its gambling concessions for Totobola  and  Totoloto, 
the  Santa  Casa  has  created  a special  department in  its  organisation,  the 
'Departamento  de  Apostas  Mutuas'. The  DAM  is  financially  independent 
from the Santa Casa,  with its own budget and accounting system and private 
sector style management. It is responsible for all aspects of the organisation 
and  running of the lotteries and pools although it may delegate and  subcon-
tract part of the work by means of public tender. 
A separate department assures the running of the National Lottery. 
The  Santa  Casa  has  plans to integrate both departments under the designa-
tion of 'Department of Social Games' to avoid duplication of efforts. 
1.3. Share of the Profits 
While the Santa  Casa  is  entitled to a third  of the profits from the National 
Lottery, the profits from Totobola and  Totoloto are set by periodic revisions 
of the law.  It currently allocates a 21.5% of profits from each  game to the 
Santa Casa. 
1.4.  Management 
The Board of Directors of DAM includes, in addition to the usual members of 
the Board of Santa Casa: 
•  the official director of DAM 
•  a representative from the Ministry of Finance 
•  a representative from the Ministry of Labour and Social Security Portugal  Vol.  Ill  66 
For the purpose of supervision of the day-to-day gambling operations, a jury 
(Juri dos Concursos)  is  designated by law. This body supervises operations 
which include the receipt and keeping of ticket microfilms, the supervision of 
scrutinies and totoloto drawing sessions, etc. This jury is composed of three 
persons: 
•  the director of DAM as chairman 
•  a representative of the Lisbon Council Authority 
•  a representative from the Finance General Inspectorate 
The  Santa  Casa  has agreements with independent agents for ticket distribu-
tion.  These  agents are  separate  economic entities and  some of them also 
carry out other commercial activities. 
1.5.  Supervision 
The audit of accounts is conducted by a team from the Ministry of Finance. 
Representatives from ministries (Finance,  Labour)  also sit on  management 
boards and  ensure daily supervision. 
An  Inspectorate representative is also nominated to become part of the 'juri 
das reclamacoes', a body who deliberates over claimed prizes. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  67 
2.  TOTOBOLA POOLS 
Totobola  is  organised  on  a weekly basis.  Players  gamble on  the results of 
football  matches.  The  minimum bet amount allowed  is  ECU  0,23.  Tickets 
must be handed in to agents by Friday.  Matches take place on Saturdays and 
Sundays. 
An  amount of 50%  of revenue  from Totobola  Pools  is  allocated,  in  equal 
amounts, to the three prize categories. 
The  first  prize  is  distributed  equally  to  participants  who guess  the  right 
results of 13 matches. The second prize is distributed equally to participants 
who correctly guess the results of 12 matches. The third prize is  evenly dis-
tributed to those who guess the results of 11  matches. 
The remaining Totobola profits are distributed mainly to charities, institutions 
providing  social  services  and  support  to  the  handicapped,  sports 
associations, etc. 
Prior to the official government sanction in  1961, this type of game and other 
similar versions of organised  betting were carried  out by  sports. clubs  and 
local  recreational associations. The  government did  not legislate due to the 
belief that such  activities were not sufficiently materially significant to war-
rant official involvement. 
2.1. Legislation 
In  1961, the government decided to legislate on  the matter in  view of the 
increase  in  illegal  gambling  and  to keep  in  step with similar  initiatives  in 
other European countries. Rules were established to protect the interests of 
the public rather than strictly to prohibit gambling. 
The  initial  legislation for Totobola  was  approved  in  Decree-Law 43  777 of 
July 3,  1961  and was subsequently modified by other decrees and edicts. 
Present legislation for Totobola  is  principally based  on  the  revised  Decree-
Law 84/85 of March 28,  1985. The game's latest regulations are set out in an 
annex as edict 837/88 of December,  1988. 
Since the legalisation of Totobola, the essence of the legislation on the mat-
ter has not been altered although some modifications have been made. 
The  state monopoly and  the  role  of the Santa  Casa  have  been  maintained 
and  profits continue to be allocated in the same proportion (around  50o/o)  to 
the promotion of sports and  to health and  social  assistance  (mostly to the 
severely handicapped).  Some new institutions have been  included amongst Portugal  Vol.  Ill  68 
recipients.  The  present institutional  distribution could  change  again  in  the 
future. 
In  1985,  legislation on Totobola was reviewed as a result of the introduction 
of Totoloto, a new game adm.inistered under the 'apostas mutuas'. Its launch 
resulted  in  a negative impact on  Totobola  revenue.  In  order to limit the im-
pact on  profit recipients,  it was decided that profits from both sources were 
to be pooled and distributed in the same manner. 
Also  in  1985,  a share  of 'apostas  mutuas' profits was allocated  to football 
teams in the third division for the first time. 
In  1986, Totobola  and  Totoloto profits were once again  separated. A larger 
share  (50o/o)  of Totobola  profits was channelled to the Portuguese  Football 
Federation and teams. 
Relatively smaller shares  were assigned to teams from clubs who obtained 
licences to operate bingo. 
Additionally,  the  amount  allocated  to the  handicapped  was  enlarged  and 
small  allowances  were  made  for assistance  in  case  of national  disaster. 
Shares attributed to cultural activities and  non-professional sports were rein-
forced. 
2.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
In Portugal, Totobola pools is a state monopoly. Exclusive rights rest with the 
Santa  Casa  da  Misericordia de  Lisboa.  Private agents,  either Portuguese or 
foreign, are not allowed to set up football pools and lotto operations. The use 
of the designation 'Totobola' is part of these exclusive rights. 
2.3. Supervision and Control 
The  Ministries  of Finance,  Quality  of Life  and  Labour  are  represented  in 
DAM's Board of Directors. 
The  audit of accounts is conducted by a team from the Ministry of Finance. 
The  general  rules  for Totobola  have  to be  submitted  to the  Ministry of 
Labour and Social  Security who approves. it and puts it into the official edict. 
The  same ministry is also  responsible for approval of subcontracts and dele-
gation of work by the DAM. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  69 
2.4.  Taxation 
Santa  Casa  da  Misericordia de  Lisboa -the institution that promotes Toto-
bola- is exempt from corpor~tion income tax. 
Individual prize winners were subject to stamp duty on  their winnings until 
1989.  The  new system of general  taxation  abolished  the stamp duty and 
replaced  it by  a withholding  tax  of 25%  on  the  prize  amount.  The  duty 
applies to all amounts, no matter how large or small. 
Tax  on  Totobola  prizes  is  withheld  at  source  by  DAM  and  handed  on  to 
'Tesouraria  da  Fazenda  Publica' -the body of the Finance  Ministry respon-
sible for collecting taxes.  It is  held at post offices or authorised banks  until 
the 20th of the month subsequent to the one to which the tax refers. 
2.5. Distribution of Profits 
Calculations  of Totobola  profits and  its distribution  lie at the  heart of the 
legislation. They are frequently changed by decree-law or edicts. 
The present breakdown for Totobola profits is as follows: 
...  1  :....,·'··_  ... ____  _.·f37.5%  =  Football clubs (1,  II and Ill divisions) 
l:i!i!i:i!!!ii!![[[[i!!iiii![il!:iiiiiii!ii!!ilii!i!I:i:l  21.5o/o  = Santa Casada Misericordia de Lisboa 
12.5%  =  Portuguese Football Federation 
9.5o/o  =  Social Security Fund Management Institute 
8%  =  Other Social Security Institutions 
•  7%  =  Handicapped Fund 
I 2%  =  Public Disaster Fund 
I 2%  =  Volunteer Firemen Association Portugal  Vol.  Ill  70 
At the present time, the calculation of profit is as follows: 
(1)  Totobola Total  Revenue 
(2)  (deductions allocated to funds) 
(3)  (operational  expenses) 
(4)  (amount allocated to prizes) 
· Totobol• tot•l pror,;. · 
(1)  Totobola Total  Revenue  in the formula above  is obtained by the summa  ... 
tion of the following items: 
total amount is escudos of pools accepted 
total amount of pools rejected but not reimbursed 
revenue from publicity in  tickets 
after hours commissions 
shares in fines on illegal similar games 
replacement fees for winning tickets lost 
income from application of funds (beyond maximum limits) 
totobol• tot•l 'evenue 
(2)  Deductions Allocated to Funds currently allowed are: 
•  0.5o/o  of total revenue up to ECU  86.500 to be allocated to a fund 
for claims on prizes 
•  1  o/o  of total  revenue  up  to  ECU  865.000 to be  allocated to two 
funds for equipment replacement 
(3)  Operational Expenses consist of the sum of the following items: 
operational specific costs 
share of totobola & totoloto common costs Portugal  Vol.  Ill  71 
(4)  Amount allocated  to  prizes  currently stands  at 50o/o  of Totobola  total 
revenue  minus  certain  charges  (mainly  commissions  for  collecting 
agents). 
2.6. Barriers 
The  government  monopoly  prevents  any  other institution,  Portuguese  or 
foreign from entering this specific market. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  72 
3.  TOTOLOTO  POOLS 
Totoloto was created in  1985. It was undoubtedly inspired by similar games 
in other European countries. 
Totoloto is  a weekly bet on  the results of a combination of seven  numbers 
drawn at random from a total of 49. The seventh number drawn is called the 
supplementary number. 
The minimum bet allowed is  ECU 0,29. Totoloto drawing sessions take place 
every Saturday evening. Tickets must be handed in to agents by the previous 
Friday. 
Bets entitled to prizes must satisfy the following requirements: 
First prize  Right guess of the first six numbers drawn in sequence. 
Second  prize  Right guess at any five number combination included in 
the first set of six numbers drawn plus the supplemen-
tary number. 
Third prize  Right guess at any five number combination included in 
the first set of six numbers drawn. 
Fourth prize  Right guess at any four number combination included in 
the first set of six numbers drawn. 
Fifth prize  Right guess at any three  number combination included 
in the first set of six numbers drawn. 
An  amount  of 50%  of Totoloto  total  revenue,  after deducting  allowable 
expenses  (mainly collecting  agents  commissions)  is  allocated  to prizes  as 
follows: 
First prize  25o/o 
Second prize  7% 
Third prize  19% 
Fourth  prize  19o/o 
Fifth  prize  30% 
100% 
Whenever prizes allocated  to individual  winners are  lower than  ECU  0,43, 
they  are  not  distributed.  They  are  added  to prize  category  immediately 
above.  The  remaining  profits, as  in  the Totobola,  are  distributed to  ~everal Portugal  Vol.  Ill  73 
institutions,  mainly  charities,  institutions  providing  social  services  and 
support to the handicapped, sports associations, etc. 
3.1. Legislation 
Totoloto was created by the Decree-law 382/82 of September 15,  1982. Not 
until this legislation was amended by  Decree-law 84/85 of March 28,  1985 
was the game actually implemented. Initially, the game was included as part 
of the 'Apostas Mutuas'. Legislation was structured on the basis of Lotobola 
laws.  In  recent years, Totoloto has been subject to game-specific legislation 
and  has  become more independent from the framework designed for the 
Totobola. The latest Totoloto game regulations are set out in  edict 836/88 of 
December 30,  1988. 
Main  alterations  to  the original  legislation  concern  the total  of numbered 
balls  involved in the game, the way prize revenues is allocated to the differ  ... 
ent categories of prizes and distribution of profits. 
The number of balls increased from 45 to 4  7 in  1988 and again to 49 in  1990 
in an  effort to make the game comparable to other European counterparts. 
3.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Totoloto  pools  is  a state  monopoly for which  exclusive  commercial  rights 
rest with the Santa  Casa  da  Miseric6rdia de  Lisboa.  Private  agents,  either 
Portuguese or foreign, are not allowed to set up lotto operations. 
3.3. Supervision and Control 
The  Ministries of Finance,  and  Labour are  represented  in  DAM's Board  of 
Directors. 
The audit of accounts is conducted by a team from the Ministry of Finance. In 
addition, a representative from the Inspectorate is a member of the internal 
jury that oversees the scrutinies and the draws. 
The general rules for Totoloto have to be submitted to the Ministry of Labour 
and  Social  Security who approves them and  puts them into the official edict. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  74 
_The  same Ministry is also responsible for approval of subcontracts and  dele-
gation of work by the DAM. 
3.4.  Taxation 
Santa  Casa  da  Misericordia de  Lisboa -the institution that promotes Toto-
bola- is exempt from corporation income tax. 
Individual prize winners were subject to a stamp duty on their winnings until 
1989. The  new system of general taxation abolished the stamp duty and  re-
placed it by a withholding tax of 25% on the prize amount. The duty applies 
to all amounts, no matter how large or small. 
Tax  on  Totoloto  prizes  is  withheld  at  source  by  DAM  and  handed  on  to 
'Tesouraria  da  Fazenda  Publica' -the body of the Finance  Ministry respon-
sible for collecting taxes- to post offices or authorised banks until the 20th 
of the month subsequent to the one to which the tax refers. 
3.5. Distribution of Profits 
The  prize  revenue changes  mirrored the changes  in  the number of balls  in 
1988 and  1990. The percentages changed according to the chart below: 
Years 
Prize  Categories  1985  1988  1990 
1st  25%  19%  25o/o 
2nd  5%  8%  7% 
3rd  15%  20o/o  19% 
4th  22%  20%  19% 
5th  33o/o  33o/o  30o/o 
The  distribution of Totoloto profits was,  as  mentioned in  the previous sec-
tion,  linked to the effects the game  had  on  the Totobola share of the gam-
bling market in  Portugal. 
The present distribution is presented below: Portugal  Vol.  Ill 
-- - I 
'  .  '  . 
.  .. -.-...  --:  1·.······· 
30o/o  =  Social Security Fund Management Institute 
~~~~ffll}~~jj~~~~~'~21.5% =  Santa Casada MisericOrdia de Lisboa 
16%  =  Fund for Promotion of Sport 
12.5%  = Handicapped Fund 
8%  = Other Social Security Institutions 
14.5%  =  Fund for Promotion of Culture 
I  2.5%  • INATEL 
12%  ..  Volunteer Firemen Association 
11.5%  =  Public Disaster Fund 
11.5%  = Sporting Events Patrolling 
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Totoloto profits are calculated in a manner similar to the Totobola. The  main 
difference is the sizeably larger limits for the deductions allocated to funds. 
(1)  Totoloto Total  Revenue 
(2)  (deductions allocated to funds) 
(3)  (operational  expenses) 
(4)  (amount allocated to  prizes) 
Totoloto total profits Portugal  Vol.  Ill  76 
(1)  Totoloto total revenue  in  the formula  above  is  obtained by  the summa-
tion of the following items: 
total amount in  escudos of pools accepted 
total amount of pools rejected but not reimbursed 
revenue from publicity in  tickets 
after hours commissions 
shares in fines on illegal similar games 
replacement fees for winning tickets lost 
income from application of funds (beyond maximum limits) 
totoloto total revenue 
(2)  Deductions allocated to funds currently allowed are: 
•  0.5o/o  of total revenue up to ECU 490.200 to be allocated to a fund 
for claims on prizes 
•  1% of total revenue  up to ECU  4,9 million to be allocated to two 
funds for equipment replacement 
(3)  Operational expenses consist of the sum of the following items: 
operational specific costs 
share of totobola & totoloto common costs 
operational expenses 
(4)  Amount allocated to prizes currently stands at 50%  of Totoloto total rev-
enue minus certain charges (mainly commissions for collecting agents). 
3.6.  Market Information 
The  Totoloto proved to be  a very popular game since its inception in  1985. 
The  total turnover increased  steadily until  1988 when it reached  over ECU 
253,7 million. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  77 
The  introduction  of a  the  unified  25%  tax  on  winnings  in  the  second 
semester of 1989 took its toll and the total turnover for the year fell to ECU 
241 ,6 million. 
As with the Totobola, the market is expected to recover from this temporary 
slump  ~s soon as the new tax becomes accepted. 
3.  7. Barriers 
The  government  monopoly prevents  any  other institution,  Portuguese  or 
foreign from entering this specific market. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  78 
4.  LOTTERIES 
The National Lottery is the oldest legal form of gambling in  Portugal and was 
implemented  in  the  eighteenth  century.  The  monarchy  at the time was 
seriously concerned about the social  implications of games of chance  and 
allocated the running of the lottery to the Santa  Casa  as  the only institution 
capable of honestly dealing with the profits of such games. The  mandate is 
still in place today. 
Lottery is based on pre-sold numbered tickets that are drawn at random. 
The Lottery department of the Santa Casa promotes lotteries of three types: 
•  'Ordinaria' 
•  'Extraordinaria' 
•  'Popular'. 
Different ticket prices, prizes and  draw days,  are  set for each  type,  except 
that  'Extraordinaria'  replaces  'Ordinaria' whenever it occurs.  Drawing ses-
sions occur on Tuesday for 'Popular' and  on  Friday for 'Ordinaria' or 'Extra-
ordinaria'. 
Tickets from lotteries 'Ordinarias' and  'Extraordinarias' are divided into ten or 
more fractions that can be sold either separately or in one ticket alone. 
Tickets from lottery 'Popular' are always sold as a whole. 
The holder of a single fraction of a winning ticket is entitled to a prize amount 
in proportion to the fraction held. 
Ticket prices vary from ECU  1  ,4 for 'Popular' lottery to around  ECU  5,8 for a 
fraction  of an  'Extraordinaria'. These prices are  set by law and  periodically 
reviewed. 
4.1. Legislation 
The  basis for the present lottery regime are  set out under Decree-Law 40 
397 of November 24,  1955 and its subsequent amendments. 
The  law stipulates the creation of a separate department for the running of 
the national lottery. The  National Lottery Department has the same organisa-
tion structure as  the DAM, with a separate jury (Juri da  Lotaria  Nacional) to . 
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Decisions on matters such as the number of tickets to be issued, distribution 
of prizes amount to winning numbers, timing of 'Extraordinaria' lotteries and 
ticket prices are taken by the Santa Casa's Lottery Department Management. 
The  most important recent change  in the legislation is  due to the new Por-
tuguese  system of taxation  with implemented a uniform 25 o/o  withholding 
tax on prize winnings (see Tax section below). 
The  National  Lottery Department has  taken  a backstage to the DAM since 
the successful implementation of Totoloto. 
4.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
In  Portugal, the National Lottery is a state monopoly operated exclusively by 
the Santa  Casa  da  Miseric6rdia de  Lisboa.  Private agents,  either Portuguese 
of foreign,  are  not allowed to set up  competing games. The  Santa  Casa  is 
entitled  by  law to set up  other types  of lotteries  subject to  government 
approval. 
4.3. Supervision and Control 
The  audit of accounts is conducted by a team from the Ministry of Finance. 
On  a permanent basis,  the Inspectorate nominates a representative to be 
part of the 'Juri da Lotaria Nacional'. 
4.4.  Taxation 
The  Santa  Casa  da  Miseric6rdia  de  Lisboa  is  exempt from corporation  in-
come tax. 
As already mentioned in the legislation section, a new and uniform withhold-
ing tax of 25% applies to lottery winnings. 
This  tax  is  withheld  at  source  by  the  National  Lottery  Department  and 
handed  to the  local  representative in  charge  of collecting taxes for the Fi-
nance Ministry, post offices or authorised banks. 
4.5. Distribution of Profits 
According to government regulations the total amount allocated to prizes lies 
in between 54% and 65o/o  of receipts from total tickets issued. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  80 
One  third of lottery total profits are  allocated to the Santa  Casa  for charity 
purposes, the remaining two thirds being allocated to the government trea-
sury to pay for social services. 
4.6. Barriers 
The  government  monopoly prevents  any  other institution,  Portuguese  or 
foreign from entering this specific market. Portugal  Vol.  111  81 
5.  CASINOS 
The existence of illegal gambling forced the Portuguese government in  1926 
to legislate on casinos to protect the public interest. 
Given the growing importance of the tourism industry in  Portugal  in  recent 
years,  the government has taken the view that casinos play a major role in 
the promotion and  development of certain areas.  This  resulted  in  improved 
and more receptive legislation for casinos. 
Casinos  are  located in  areas  of touristic importance as  determined by the 
government. At present, these areas are: 
•  Algarve 
•  Espinho 
•  Figueira da  Foz 
•  Funchal 
•  Porto Santo 
•  P6voa  do Varzim 
•  Tr6ia 
•  Vidago-Pedras  Salgadas 
The  games  that  can  be  played  in  casinos  are  closely  regulated  by  the 
government. In addition, gambling concessionaries that run the casinos must 
also  promote  sporting,  cultural  and  other activities  aimed  at  developing 
tourism in the area in which they are located. 
5.1. Legislation 
The casino legislation has been recently updated. The base legislation is now 
set out in  Decree-Law 422/89 of December 2,  1989 which came into force 
on January 1st, 1990. 
The running of games of chance is restricted to casinos in the areas specified 
by  the law. Gambling  activities can  exceptionally be granted permission to 
operate  in  places  other than  casinos,  namely  airports,  ships,  planes  and 
hotels in tourism areas. 
The  law stipulates the types of games that can  be played in  the casinos as 
well  as  the  individual  characteristics of each  of them.  Games  considered 
include: Portugal 
•  Games set at single or double tables 
- Bacara ponte e banca 
- French Bank 
- Boule 
- Cussec 
- Ecarte 
- French  Roulette 
- American Roulette with zero 
•  Set at single tables 
- Black Jack/21, Chuck luck e trinta e quarenta 
•  Set at double tables 
- Bacara (limited bank) and Craps 
•  Tabled game: Keno 
•  Non-banked Game: 
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- Bacara chemin de fer, Open bank bacara and Ecarte 
- One armed bandits and slot machines 
- Other games giving prizes other than coins, namely p~ints 
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In addition to that, gambling machines are allowed in casinos. The maximum 
retention rate for these machines is 20% according to the law, but in practice 
it is closer to 15o/o. The maximum bet allowed is 5 chips of ECU 0,60. 
The  manufacture, import, sale,  transport and  use of gambling machines has 
to be officially approved by the Gambling General Inspectorate. 
The  casinos' tourism promotion initiatives are scheduled on  an  annual basis 
and subject to previous approval by the Tourism Promotion Institute. 
Casinos  must also subsidise government campaigns or organise their own 
promotion outside the gambling area  where they are  located. This must be 
done  in  consultation  with  the  Gambling  General  Inspectorate  and  the 
Tourism Promotion Institute. 
5.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Casino concessions in  the prescribed areas are awarded by the government 
through a process of public tender. These tenders are  published by regular 
decree and usually include the following items: 
(a)  specific requirements to be met by bidders 
(b)  indication of the location of the casino and other property involved Portugal 
(c)  minimum contract requirements for the concession 
(d)  duration of the concession 
(e)  guarantee to be deposited by bidders 
(f)  procedural timetable for the bidding process 
(g)  criteria for selection. 
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The award is  decided by the Council of Ministers and  published  in  the Offi-
cial  Diary (Diario Oficial). 
A company wishing to bid for a gambling concession must be registered as a 
joint-stock company and satisfy the following requirements: 
i)  Agree to fulfil all tourism promotion obligations for casinos as set out 
in the law, 
ii)  During the three years subsequent to the signing of the contractual 
agreement of concession, the concessionaire must realise capital  (in 
cash)  of at least 30o/o  of forecasted investment values. This percent-
age  must reach  60o/o  of those investments, at least,  during the six 
subsequent years.  Nevertheless  the concessionaire  is  entitled  to 
choose  between the previous clause  and  give a guarantee for the 
amount of the investments forecasted. 
iii)  At least 60o/o  of company capital must be represented by nominative 
or bearer shares.  Transfers of share ownership must always be  re-
ported to the Gambling General Inspectorate within 30 days of regis-
tration in the company books. 
iv)  60%  of company capital  must be  of direct Portuguese ownership. 
Should the owners be other companies at least 60o/o  of capital must 
be  Portuguese. 
v)  The concessionaires as well as  its shareholders owning over 10% of 
the company capital  are  not allowed to own equal  or superior frac-
tions in any other gambling concession. 
vi)  The  acquisition  of gambling  companies'  shares  representing  more 
than 5o/o  of capital resulting in changes in company control is subject 
to government authorisation. 
The legislation does not specify how manufacturers or importers of gambling 
machines should seek the necessary authorisation from the Gambling Gen-
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5.3. Supervision and Control 
The  Gambling General  Inspectorate  (lnspec~ao Geral  de Jogos) is the public 
inspectorate of the Ministry of Commerce and Tourism. 
The  Inspectorate  supervises  the  exploitation  and  practice  of gambling  at 
casinos and sees that the concessionaires fulfil their obligations. 
The  inspection  team  works  permanently  at  casinos.  They  operate  from 
offices located  in  the casino  premises. The  team prepares  memoranda of 
instruction to regulate  gambling  operations and  sets deadlines,  where not 
previously fixed, for the fulfilment of concessionaires' obligations. 
The Inspectorate examines and sanctions any violation of gambling rules and 
applies  preventive  measures  to  inhibit the access  to gambling  rooms,  in 
accordance with legislation. 
The  Inspectorate representatives'  testimony is  officially taken  in  the same 
manner as  a police  testimony and  according  to  Portuguese  legislation,  its 
decisions can  be challenged in court. 
Specific duties of the Inspectorate include the supervision of: 
i)  the fulfilment of concessionaires' obligations and those of 
employees and gambling rooms attendants, 
ii)  the operating of gambling rooms, 
iii)  gambling machines and  instruments, 
iv)  gambling practice, 
v)  accounting  procedures  and  the  concessionaire's  books  as  far  as 
gambling is concerned, 
vi)  the fulfilment of fiscal obligations. 
The  concessionaires' employment records  and  obligations as  well as  points 
{e) and {f) above fall within the jurisdiction of the Taxes General Inspectorate. 
The  Inspectorate, in  conjunction with the National Institute for Tourism Pro-
motion,  approves  annual  plans  for promotion  abroad  and  tourist activities 
submitted by casinos  in  accordance  with the law. The  aim  of the approval 
process is  to control compliance with the law and  assure that tourism pro-
motion efforts are of consistent great quality and not duplicated. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  85 
5.4. Taxation 
Gambling  activity is  liable to a tax called  'Impasto Especial  de Jogo' to be 
paid  by the concessionaires.  Non-gambling activities undertaken by conces-
sionaires  is  liable to the normal tax regime.  No  other taxes,  either local  or 
national, apply to gambling operations. 
The Tourism  Fund  receives 80o/o  of this tax revenue for use in  tourism pro-
motion projects in the areas in which casinos are located. 
The Tax General  Directorate is the tax authority responsible for taxes in  gen-
eral,  although  in  casinos  some  of its competences  are  delegated  to  the 
Gambling General  Inspectorate. 
The  Inspectorate is  responsible for computation of the special  tax and  en-
sures  its payment in  due time.  After being  computed and  certified by the 
Inspectorate, the tax is  handed  over to the 'Tesouraria  da  Fazenda  Publica', 
post offices or authorised banks  in  the month subsequent to which the tax 
refers. 
Total amount of tax on  tabled gambling is calculated in the following manner: 
TOTAL TAX AMOUNT  =  A * TOTAL STAKES + 
8 * GROSS  PROFIT  ON  GAMBLING TABLE 
Values  for A depend  on  gambling-table features  (single  or  double lay-out) 
and  also on  gambling areas.  Percentages have  been  devised for application 
per 5-year period. The percentage table for banked  gambling (single lay-out) 
where rates vary from 0,1 o/o  to ,75% is reproduced below: 
Banked Gambling  A-Values  (%) 
(Single lay-out) 
First  Second  Third  Fourth  Fifth  Sub seq. 
Area  5-year  5-year  5-year  5-year  5-year  5-year 
period  period  period  period  period  period 
Estoril  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75  0.75 
Funchal  0.10  0.15  0.20  0.25  0.25  0.55 
Algarve  0.10  0.15  0.20  0.25  0.25  0.55 
Troia  0.10  0.15  0.20  0.25  0.25  0.55 
Vidago-Pedras Salgadas  0.10  0.15  0.20  0~25  0.25  0.55 
Porto Santo  0.10  0.15  0.20  0.25  0.25  0.55 
Other areas  0.55  0.55  0.55  0.55  0.55  0.55 Portugal  Vol.  Ill  86 
The similar table for double lay-out have rates that vary from 0, 15o/o to 1  ,2%. 
Values  for B also depend on  gambling area  locations but with substantially 
higher rates. There is only one table for B values which is reproduced below: 
Banked  Gambling  B-Values  (%) 
First  Second  Third  Fourth  Fifth  Subseq. 
Area  5-year  5-year  5-year  5-year  5-year  5-year 
period  period  period  period  period  period 
Estoril  20  20  20  20  20  20 
Funchal  10  12.5  15  20  20  20 
Algarve  10  12.5  15  20  20  20 
Troia  10  12.5  15  20  20  20 
Vidago-Pedras Salgadas  10  12.5  15  20  20  20 
Porto Santo  10  12.5  15  20  20  20 
Other areas  20  20  15  20  20  20 
Slot  and  other automatic  machines  are  subject to a  modified version  of 
banked  games taxation.  The A-rates  applied  are  the ones for single lay-out 
(see  table A above)  but the Inspectorate stipulates, on  an  annual  basis,  the 
amount  that  should  be  taken  as  starting  on  gambling  capital  for  each 
machine or groups of machines. 
The  games of keno and  bingo are  subject to a modified version of the non-
banked games taxation as per the table below: 
Annual  revenue  (ECU)  Appropriate  8·rate 
0- 865.000  1*8 
865.000- 1.442.000  2*8 
Over 1.442.000  3*8 
5.5. Distribution of Profits 
Once the operators have fulfilled their fiscal obligations, they are  entitled to 
distribute. profits as they see fit. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  87 
5.6. Barriers 
As  far as  ownership is  concerned,  only 40% of the concessionaire's shares 
can  belong to foreign nationals or corporations. The wording of the law leads 
one to believe that the remainder 60% could also belong to Portuguese cor-
porations  with foreign  capital  provided  the  60/40  split between  national/ 
foreign ownership is respected. 
The  legislation,  however, restricts participation  in  a second or more casino 
operations to 1  Oo/o  of total capital. This rule was designed for national opera-
tors but could be used as a barrier against foreign capital. A casino operator in 
France would be restricted to a 10% participation in a Portuguese venture. 
A  further rule  specifies that a company,  be  it national  or foreign,  is  not 
allowed more than one concession for casinos.  The  Algarve  casinos are  an 
exception  in  the sense that all  three are  owned by one  company under a. 
single concession agreement. 
At present, all concessions for casinos are taken for the next five years. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  88 
6.  BINGO 
The  game of bingo was played  in  Portugal as  an  illegal activity before being 
authorised by law in  1982.  Prior to that, casinos were allowed to run  bingo 
but the right was not exercised until separate bingo halls appeared. 
The  rules for playing bingo in  Portugal are  issued by the Ministry of Tourism 
and Commerce and updated as needed. 
Bingo gambling involves a set of balls numbered from 1 to 90,  a device for 
drawing the balls,  a screen or board, sound installation, closed circuit 1V and 
cards  showing  15 different numbers arranged  in  three horizontal lines of 5 
numbers each.  Each time a ball  is drawn its number must be read  aloud and 
appear in  every room  screen.  Each  player must check whether the number 
drawn appears  in  his/her card  and  mark the number's position with a cross. 
When a card  line is  filled  up the card  owner is  entitled to a monetary prize. 
To do bingo it is necessary to fill up the whole card. 
6.1. Legislation 
The  1982  legislation  aims  to  protect the  interests of the  consumers  and 
realise  some State revenue from a growing popular activity. In  line with the 
reasoning for casinos, the government also took into account the importance 
of gambling for tourism promotion. 
The  game  was first regulated  by  Decree-law 277/82  of July 16,  1982 and 
later  considerably amended  by  Decree  76/86  of December 31,  1986. The 
rul.es for bingo are detailed in the official communication 80/85 issued by the 
Ministry of Tourism and Commerce. 
In general, bingo gambling rooms are authorised to operate in: 
•  priority tourism areas 
•  sports  associations  acting  in  the public  interest promoting at least 
three sports 
This  game is  still  authorised  in  casinos  provided  cards  price  equals  or ex-
ceeds  the  minimum  amount  necessary  for betting  on  traditional  casino 
games. 
The  government controls the location and  category of bingo  rooms.  Cate-
gorisation of rooms is as follows: 
a)  Special rooms -over 500 seats Portugal  Vol.  Ill  89 
b)  First category -201 to 500 seats 
c)  Second category -101 to 200 seats 
d)  Third category -up to 100 seats 
Rooms  opening  hours  and  days  are  determined by  the concession  agree-
ment. 
Main changes in the existing legislation concern the distribution of the total 
amount of card sale revenues. 
The share allocated to prizes decreased from 60o/o  to 55%. The share accru-
ing to the concessionaire increased from 10% to 35o/o  for sport associations 
and other institutions of public interest. 
6.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The candidates qualifying for bingo concessions are the following:. 
•  Tourism industry companies not engaged in  gambling exploration as 
a main  line of business. The  capital  of these companies must be at 
least 60o/o  Portuguese. A foreign company incorporated in  Portugal 
counts as  Portuguese capital. 
•  Sports associations (clubs) and other institutions of public interest. 
Casinos are not excluded because all are subject to their own set of rules for 
licensing. 
The government publishes tenders for bingo concessions through its official 
journal  and  other major newspapers. The  offer sets out the locations,  num-
ber of rooms,  hours of opening and other specific details. Applicants have to 
provide evidence that any obligations towards the State, social  security and 
tourism fund have  been  fulfilled. A declaration must also  be  made that any 
credit  arrangement  for  investment finance  with organisations  other than 
banks  shall  not be  signed  without the previous  approval  of the Gambling 
General  Inspectorate. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  90 
Applicants  have  60  days  to send  their proposals  to the Gambling  General 
Inspectorate. A separate formal request has to be sent to the State Secretary 
of Tourism. 
A temporary concession will be  issued to the successful bidder and  ratified 
within 3 months by the government. 
6.3.  Supervision and Control 
Gambling  Inspectorate General  is  the supervisory body of bingo  gambling 
inside and outside casinos. 
The Inspectorate issues memoranda of instructions to: 
•  regulate bingo operations, 
•  approve bingo equipment, 
•  set and  impose  conditions  for the  import,  manufacture,  sale  and 
transport of bingo equipment. 
The  inspectorate may demand a guarantee of up  to  ECU  5.800 to ensure 
these conditions are met. 
The  inspection team may work permanently or temporarily at the bingo con-
cessionaires  premises.  In  practice, several  inspection teams go  around the 
bingo locations in the country. They check 7 to 8 halls a week. 
The  specific duties of the Inspectorate as  far as  bingo is concerned include 
supervising the following: 
i)  the  fulfilment  of  concessionaires'  obligations  and  those  of their 
agents, 
ii)  the operation of bingo gambling rooms, 
iii)  gambling  equipment, 
iv)  gambling practice, 
v)  accounting  procedures  and  the  concessionaire's  books  as  .·far  as 
bingo is concerned, 
vi)  the fulfilment of fiscal obligations. Portugal  Vol.  Ill  91 
The  Inspectorate is  entitled to demand access to any information or docu-
ment necessary to perform its duties. 
The  Inspectorate representatives'  testimony is  officially taken  in  the same 
manner as police testimony. Decisions of the Inspectorate can be challenged 
in court. 
6.4.  Taxation 
The Tax General  Directorate is the tax authority responsible for taxes in  gen-
eral,  although  in  practice  its competences are  delegated  to the Gambling 
General Inspectorate in the case of bingo. 
I  nco me from bingo accruing to concessionaires is subject to annual Corpora-
tion Tax  (IRC)  except when the concessionaire is already liable to 'lmposto 
Especial de Jogo' as is the case of casinos. 
A 25o/o  withholding tax is deducted on prizes.  It must be paid  by the 20th of 
the following month to the local office of the 'Fazenda Publica', post office or 
authorised bank. This does not apply for bingo at casinos. 
6.5. Distribution of Profits 
At each  casino draw, the amount allocated to prizes is 60% of the total rev-
enue from cards  sale.  Of this 60o/o,  50% is allocated to the bingo prize and 
1  Oo/o  to the line  prize.  Otherwise in  normal  bingo  rooms,  the amount allo-
cated to prizes  is  55%,  being  50o/o  allocated to the bingo prize  and  5o/o  to 
line  prize. 
Should  the concessionaires  be  sport associations  or other institutions  of 
public interest, bingo gross revenue is allocated as follows: 
Prizes  55o/o 
Concessionaire  35% 
Sports fund, Tourism Local  Board or Council,  10% 
Fund  for Tourism and  Gambling  General  Inspectorate Portugal  Vol.  Ill  92 
6.6. Barriers 
Apart from the state control of licensing, the only significant barrier seems to 
be the restrictions on foreign ownership. This  is presented in general terms 
in the legislation (i.e. capital of Portuguese origin). 
There  are  no  limits on  the  number of bingo  concessions  awarded  to one 
company. Spain  Vol.  Ill  93 
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1.1. Legislation 
Spain  Vol.  Ill  95 
State  controlled  lotteries  have  been  part  of Spanish  life  since  the  Royal 
Decree  of September 30,  1763.  Privately run  gaming  and  betting activities 
are a product of recent developments. 
Spanish  legislation as  regards gaming and  gambling is  essentially prohibitive 
in  that,  until  the publication  of  Royal  Decree-Law  16/1977 of February  25 
which  lays  down the  regulations  governing  penal,  administrative  and  tax 
aspects of this activity, only lotteries and some sporting bets were permitted. 
The aim of the decree was to increase social guidance and  protection in this 
area  and  to fulfil  a series  of important social  and  tax-related  objectives  by 
eliminating underground gaming and  gambling and  introducing in  its place a 
more progressive and  practical system governing both the activity itself and 
the way in which it is controlled. The decree gave rise to new initiatives and 
as  a result  of these  changes,  casinos  and  bingos  became  legitimate  and 
began to flourish as of 1979 (gaming machines in  1981 ). 
Gaming and  gambling in  Spain  is currently governed by several sets of regu-
lations. This  relative abundance  may be  attributed in  principle to the follow-
ing factors: 
•  gaming and gambling in  Spain was legalised only very recently 
•  Spain  is divided up  into a series of different regions,  each with its own 
regional  government. 
The  principal  legislation governing gambling and  gaming is  the Organic  Law 
8/1983 of July 25,  1983 as amended by Royal  Decrees, laws and decisions. 
Conscious from the start of the impact that the legalisation of gambling and 
gaming was likely to have on Spanish life, legislators were quick to lay down 
an  array of different and  sometimes confusing  legal  provisions. These were 
later complemented by  a series of more  precise  dispositions designed  to 
clarify and regulate the initial laws.  Hence, the current diversity of regulations 
governing gambling and gaming in  Spain. 
Another of the factors mentioned above  is the recent division of Spain  into 
'autonomous regions'  and  the subsequent delegation of responsibilities  as 
regards  casinos,  gaming  and  betting  regulations  to  the  corresponding 
regional  governments.  These  responsibilities  are  partially  regulated  under Spain  Vol.  Ill  96 
the Organic Law 8/1980 of September 22,  1980 on financing for the autono-
mous communities and  Law 30/1983 of 28  December 1983 governing the 
transfer of government taxes to the autonomous communities. Every one of 
the 17 regions also has a specific Organic Law on the statute of autonomy. In 
addition to national laws, the autonomous regions may adopt their own laws 
and  regulations for regional  games.  Some of them have taken advantage of 
that provision and  legislated accordingly. 
Independent gambling legislation  exists  in  Navarra,  Galicia,  Canarias,  Valen-
cia,  Andalucia,  Catalunya  and  Euskadi  (Basque  region).  When  the autono-
mous statutes for Spanish  regions were negotiated, the traditional  'historic 
communities'  (Euskadi,  Catalunya,  Andalucia  and  Galicia)  managed  to  win 
special  concessions together with a few more vocal  regions.  These  seven 
regions now have. the right to pass their own legislation concerning gambling 
and  gaming.  In some cases,  this legislation may differ considerably from the 
national  legislation.  Andalucia  has  its  own  rules  for bingo  and  gambling 
machines.  Catalunya  has  its own gambling  law,  modifications  in  the bingo 
rules,  different tax systems for games, special tax on  gambling machines, a 
special  'Catalan'  lottery,  etc.  Galicia  has  its own gambling law,  .a  'Galician' 
coupon lottery, a different set of bingo rules and machines, etc.  Euskadi has a 
special regulation for bingos and  has started a coupon lottery; Valencia has its 
own gambling law and special tax on bingo cards. 
The  regions have local  institutions similar to the National Gambling Commis-
sion to control and regulate gaming activities. Some of them use the National 
Gambling Squad  for enforcement while others have created their own gam-
bling police force.  The  national  legislation is  valid  for the other ten  Spanish 
regions.  In  1990,  a special  commission  (Comisi6n  Sectorial  del Juego) was 
created to harmonise some of the different practices and regulations. 
In  conclusion,  Spanish  gaming and  gambling is  highly regulated  and  legisla-
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1.2.  Foreign  Investment 
Significant barriers exist to foreign  investment in  gambling and  gaming. For-
eign  investment in  companies which engage  in  the exploitation of gaming 
and  gambling  activities are  governed  by  Decree  10261/1977 of March  28. 
Under the provisions of this Decree, prior authorisation must be obtained for 
foreign investments of this type. The  Decree also places a limit of 25o/o  on 
the amount of share capital that may be  held by the foreign investor in  com-
panies exploiting games of chance.  This provision overrides regional  legisla-
tion and  is the competence of the national government. 
There  is  no  specific Spanish  legislation  governing  investment by  EC  resi-
dents. They are therefore governed by the Foreign  Investment Act of June 
27,  1986. Article 26 of the said  act states expressly that the establishment 
rights relating to gaming and. betting activities, among others, are subject to 
specific regulations. 
In  Spain, this authorisation must be issued by the Ministry of Commerce and 
Finance,  subsequent  to  the  preparation  of a  report  by  the  Investments 
Committee. The  first step is  to present an  application form. This form must 
state, among other details, the particulars of both Spanish and  non-Spanish 
shareholders, regardless of whether they are individuals or legal entities. The 
percentage of share capital to be held by each shareholder must be stated as 
well as the size of any foreign holdings in Spanish corporate shareholders. 
Authorisations granted by the Ministry of Commerce and  Finance in  this re-
spect are  conditional  upon the granting of an  authorisation for the exploita-
tion of gaming and gambling activities by the relevant bodies. 
1.3.  Taxation 
Apart from the state and  local taxes that may be levied under current legisla-
tion,  companies and  businesses engaged  in  gaming and  gambling activities 
also have to pay a special duty. 
The  assessment base for this levy differs for different game operators.  For 
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1.4.  Institutions 
There are several national institutions that are common to all game operators 
in  Spain. These institutions are represented in the diagram below: 
Technical 
Committee 
National Commission 
National Institutions 
National Commission for 
Gambling and Betting 
Catalogue of 
Games 
t----1 National State Lotter) 
and Betting Body 
Registry of 
Machines 
The  National  Commission  for Gaming  and  Betting  reports  to the Spanish 
Home  Office.  It is  the  central  institution  responsible  for the  coordination, 
study and  control of all  activities and  authorisations  relating  to gaming and 
betting. 
Technical Committee 
The  Technical  Committee of the National Commission for Gaming  and  Bet-
ting  is  the body responsible for the  preparation  and  carrying  into  effect of 
resolutions passed by the National Commission for Gaming and  Betting. 
Gambling Squad 
The  Special  Gambling  Squad  is  a division of the General  Commissariat for 
Public Order and  Safety of the Directorate General  of Security. The squad  is 
responsible  for seeing that the relevant  legal  provisions  as  regards  gaming 
and  gambling  are  complied  with,  for preventing  fraud,  for detecting and 
eliminating  underground gaming and  gambling activities, and  for safeguard-
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are  practiced.  Some  of the regions  have  their own local  gambling  squad, 
which acts independently from the national institutions. 
Catalogue of Games 
Gaming  and  betting activities (with the exception of nationally run  lotteries) 
must be registered in a 'Catalogue of Games' before they may be practiced. 
The catalogue itself, the entries made in it and any subsequent cancellations 
are approved by means of a Spanish  Home Office Resolution subsequent to 
a proposal  by  the  National  Commission  for Gaming  and  Betting  and  the 
preparation  of a Treasury  report.  This  catalogue  specifies for each  type of 
gaming and  gambling activity the different names by which it is  known, the 
possible forms in which it may be practiced, the elements required, the basic 
rules  by  which it is  governed,  and  the conditions  and  prohibitions that are 
considered advisable. 
The ten types of games (lotteries excluded) that are currently allowed are: 
i)  Roulette 
ii)  American Roulette with only One Zero 
iii)  Black Jack of Twenty-One 
iv)  'Boule' or 'Bola' 
v)  Thirty and Forty 
vi)  Dice or Craps 
vii)  'Punta y Bance' 
viii)  Baccarat,  'Chemic de fer' or 'Ferrocarril' 
ix)  Sacca rat 'A dos pa nos' 
x)  Bingo 
Registry of Machines 
This registry is similar to the Catalogue of Games mentioned above. Slot ma-
chines and  other similar machines have to be entered in this registry before 
they may be sold to operators. The application process has to be undertaken 
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National State Lottery and Betting Body 
The  National State Lottery and  Betting Body is the governing body for all  na-
tionally run  lotteries and  other games requiring authorisation. It is  organised 
and  operated  under the auspices of the National Commission. The  specific 
organisation  and  administration  of the  different lotteries are  regulated  by 
Royal Decrees by the Ministry for Economic and Financial Affairs. Spain  Vol.  Ill  101 
2.  LOTTERIES 
The  National  Lottery was created  by  Royal  Decree on  September 30,  1763 
and,  until 1977 was the only legal lottery system in Spain. 
Lotteries were initially organised for social reasons such as protecting players 
from unscrupulous operators and to stop illegal activities. Over the years, lot-
teries became another means of raising  funds and  hence a regular revenue 
item in the state budget. 
The  state authorities are responsible for organising lotteries and  other activ-
ities of this type involving large amounts of money or objects of value. It may 
carry out its duties in this area either directly of through public or private insti-
tutions which  are  obliged  to comply with  the  corresponding  regulations. 
Some of the autonomous regions  have  the right to organise their own lot-
teries although cross-border selling between regions is forbidden. 
The State organises two national games: 
•  Lotteries 
•  'Apuestas Mutuas Deportivas Beneficas' -football betting 
Unlike other gambling and  gaming activities, the two games mentioned are 
administered by the national government and  not by individual Autonomous 
regions. The national government has set up two state-controlled companies 
to run  the games.  'Servicio  Nacional  de Loterias'  runs  the national  lottery,· 
'Loteria  primitive and  Bono-loto'  while the'Patronato  de Apuestas  Mutuas 
Deportivas  Beneficas'  runs  football  bets.  The  Ministries  of  Finance  and 
Economics of the national government are  the main beneficiaries from the 
running of the lotteries. They legislate on the financial aspects of the game, 
i.e. the sharings of the pool. 
A special type of lottery is  the 'ONCE',  a daily lottery administered by the 
Spanish  National Organisation of the Blind  (0rganizaci6n Nacional de Ciegos 
Espalioles). The original intent of this concession was to provide the ONCE 
with a means to collect funds for its non-profit purposes. ONCE  ticket stalls 
are  omnipresent  in  Spanish  cities  and  their  marketing  rivals  private 
organisations.  In  recent  years,  other  handicapped  organisations  have 
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2.1. Legislation 
The current lottery rules date back to 1893 when the first national lottery was 
established. These rules consist of 316 paragraphs of general provisions on 
the organisation, administration and  operations of national lotteries and  form 
the framework for later development. 
Modern lotteries are governed by the Basic Law 7/1982 of 13 June 1982 and 
the many amendments that followed. 
The  Basic Law also explicitly prohibits the advertisement, sale,  importation, 
production and  circulation on the entire Spanish territory of foreign lotteries. 
The  Royal  Decree 773/1989 of 23  June 1989,  however, authorises the  Na-
tional  State  Lottery and  Betting  Body  to  carry  out joint activities  (draws) 
abroad with other state lotteries. 
Such  activities have already taken  place  in  Europe  (European  Lottery Asso-
ciation) and Latin America (lberoamerican Lottery Association). 
2.1.1. Legislation on Loteria Primitiva 
The  classic  national  lottery  is  the  oldest form  of betting  in  Spain.  In  this 
game,  numbered tickets are sold prior to the official draw. These tickets can 
be sold whole or partially.  Draws are  held  usually once a week and  presided 
over  by  a committee  headed  by  the  Director  General  of the  Organismo 
Nacional.  The  Christmas  draw  of  the  national  lottery  is  considered  a 
traditional event in  Spain where it is customary to give lottery tickets (whole 
or  parts)  as  presents.  Consequently,  the Christmas  draw always  result in 
record  prizes  and  participation.  It typically  represents  over  30o/o  of total 
revenues raised for the year. 
The  Loterfa  Primitiva consists in choosing a combination of numbers (six out 
of 49)  to match the results  of a public draw held  every week.  During  this 
draw,  six  numbered balls  are  randomly  selected  plus  a seventh one for a 
complementary prize.  The  balls are of the same colour,  size and weight and 
could be subject to verification before the drawing. 
Bets can  be simple or multiple and  are  recorded  in  forms (boletos) supplied 
by the Organismo Nacional de Apuestas. 
The  winnings portion  of the  proceeds  are  distributed  among  the winners 
within  each  of five  categories.  These  categories  are  defined  according  to Spain Vol. lll 103
how closely the player's choice matches the result of the draw (which may or
may not include the seventh ball).
The draws for the lottery are held in public function every Thursday and are
presided over by a committee  headed by the Director-General of the Organ-
ismo Nacional.
The management, organisation  and exploitation of all lotteries is the exclu-
sive responsibility of the Organismo Nacional de Apuestas des Estado.
The Organismo Nacional determines the form, terms and conditions of
administration and distribution network for the different lotteries.
The proceeds from lotteries are distributed according to the graph below:
!  Administration  costs
fl  Public Treasury
S Winnings
A Resolution of 20 January 1988 created the 'Bono-loto',  a variation that is
now run in parallel with the Loterfa Primitiva. lts main feature is a ticket valid
for four consecutive draws over the space of a week. The cycle begins with a
Sunday draw followed by further draws on Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-
day. This game has a few rules of its own but is largely regulated by the same
set of rules as the Loteria Primitiva.
2.1,2. Legislation on Apuestas Mutuas Deportivas Ben6ficas
The revised regulations for the 198$90 season of this game are set out in
Resolution of 28 July 1989 of the Organismo Nacional.
The game consists in choosing the final result for a number of football
matches sanctioned by the Royal Spanish Football Federation (Real Federa-
ci6n Espafrola de F0tbol). Matches taking place in other countries may also
be included as long as they are sanctioned by the appropriate footbal federa'Spain  Vol.  Ill  104 
tion  in  the relevant  country.  Currently,  there are  14  matches with a 15th 
complementary match. 
The choices have to be  recorded on special forms printed exclusively by the 
Organismo Nacional and distributed free of charge to players. 
The proceeds from this type of lottery is distributed according to the follow-
ing  breakdown: 
Football  Clubs  1.0% 
Sports Board  1.5o/o 
Agents  6.0% 
Prizes  55.0% 
Regional  Authorities  10.98% 
Administration  25.52% 
100% 
The  first 45o/o  of proceeds allocated to winnings are  equally divided in three 
categories of funds: 
•  First Category: fund to be allocated to players who correctly identify 
14 matches 
•  Second  Category: fund to be allocated to players who correctly iden-
tify 13 matches 
•  Third  Category: fund to be allocated to players who correctly identify 
12 matches 
The last 1  Oo/o  of proceeds allocated to winnings are to be divided among the 
winners of the First Category who also correctly identified the complemen-
tary 15th match. 
2.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Licensing regulations are the exclusive domain of the National  State Lottery 
and Betting Body as delegated by the National Commission. 
2.3. Supervision and Control 
The  National  State  Lottery and  Betting Body is  the main  body responsible. 
Other bodies such  as  the Technical  Committee and  the Gambling  Brigade Spain  Vol.  Ill 
may  carry out specific internal audits.  In  the case  of the ONCE,  control of 
operations  is  exercised  by  a  committee  of  representatives  from  three 
ministries: the Home Office, Treasury and Social Affairs. 
2.4.  Taxation 
The  revenues  generated through the national  lotteries (33%  of stakes)  be-
long entirely to the public treasury.  These funds are  considered an  'ordinary 
resource' of the national budget and  are  not normally assigned to any spe-
cific purpose. 
Occasionally, revenues from certain draws are allocated to specific purposes. 
Recent examples  include draws for the Red  Cross,  the 1992 World  Fair  in 
Seville,  the  Spanish  Cancer Association,  the Olympic Games  in  Barcelona 
and the commemoration of the discovery of the Americas. 
2.5. Barriers 
Lottery legislation in  Spain  is basically protectionist in  style barring competi-
tion on home turf while allowing foreigners to play the Spanish Lottery. Spain  Vol.  Ill  106 
3.  CASINOS 
3.1. Legislation 
The  rules  governing casinos are set out under the Order dated January 9, 
1979 whereby the Casino  Regulations are  approved.  Prior to that,  casinos 
were not allowed in  the national territory. There are  currently 22  casinos  in 
Spain situated normally outside the main urban centers. 
Permanent authorisations for the organisation of gaming and  gambling activ-
ities in the Catalogue of Games will only be issued to establishments classed 
as  casinos  which  have  as  their  specified  purpose  the  'commercial 
exploitation'  of such  activities.  Authorisations  for the  installation,  opening 
and  running  of casinos  are  issued  at the  discretion  of the  Spanish  Home 
Office  which,  in  turn,  is  governed  in  this  respect  by  an  overall  national 
planning scheme approved by the government. 
In  some cases,  however,  these  responsibilities  rest  with the autonomous 
governments. A system of 'notification' has  been put in  place  to allow the 
autonomous 'governments to act under certain guidelines for the following 
responsibilities that were previously the domain of national governments: 
i)  authorisation for the installation, opening and  running of casinos 
ii)  issuance  of necessary  permits  and  documents  for casinos  within 
Catalonia 
iii)  control, inspection and sanction of gambling activity 
3.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Establishments which have  as  their specific purpose the commercial exploi-
tation of gaming and  betting activities listed  in  the Catalogue of Games are 
classed as casinos. 
Any company owning a casino must fulfil the following requirements in order 
to apply for a licence from either the regional government and/or the National 
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i)  Company status: it must be a limited company ('Sociedad An6nima'). 
ii)  Nationality and  domicile:  it  must have  Spanish  nationality and  be 
domiciled in  Spain. 
iii)  Corporate purpose: its corporate purpose must be the exploitation of 
a casino to the exclusion of all other activities. 
iv)  Share  capital:  it must have  a minimum share capital  of ECU  1.500, 
fully subscribed and paid in. 
v)  Shares: these must be registered. 
vi)  Foreign capital: foreign shareholdings may never exceed 25% of the 
company's capital 
vii)  Administration: the company must be  governed by a Board  of Direc-
tors. The members of this board  must be  individuals. The  proportion 
of non-Spanish  to Spanish  directors may not exceed the proportion 
of foreign to Spanish share capital. The  Chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors and the Managing Director, or equivalent, must be of Spanish 
nationality. 
viii)  Shareholders:  no  individual  or legal  entity may hold  shares  in  more 
than three companies owning casinos. 
Complementary Services 
Under the  relevant  regulations,  companies  owning casinos  must offer the 
public the following complementary services: 
•  bar service 
•  restaurant service 
•  lounges 
•  nightclub or cabaret facilities 
They may also provide a series of optional services. These optional services, 
however, will be regarded as obligatory if they were foreseen in the applica-
tion  for the  relevant  authorisation  and  were included  in  the authorisation 
itself: 
•  theatres and cinemas 
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•  concert halls 
•  exhibition halls 
•  swimming pools, gymnasia or sport facilities 
•  shopping facilities 
These facilities may belong to or be exploited by persons or companies other 
than  the owner of the casino.  They  must,  however,  be  situated within the 
same  building  or complex as  that which houses the casino.  The  company 
that owns the casino will be  liable,  together with the owner of exploiter of 
the aforementioned facilities, for the quality of the services rendered. 
3.3. Supervision and Control 
In  principle, the National Commission for Gambling and  Betting is the licens-
ing  body.  In  practice,  autonomous  regions  may  have  their own regulatory 
bodies.  The  national  rules  and  bodies  apply when  no  regional  counterpart 
exists. 
Supervision  is  conducted  by  the  Gaming  and  Betting  Squad  through  the 
head office or one of its five regional offices. Supervision may also fall under 
the regional governments' responsibilities and  specific police forces may be 
created.  Until that is  done,  the national  Gambling  Squad  is  the  responsible 
body for supervision. 
3.4.  Taxation 
The tax on casinos will be calculated on the difference between the monies 
received from players and  the amounts paid  out as  winnings.  Entrance fees 
will not be included in this calculation. 
The following tax rates will be applied to casino earnings per annum: 
Range  in  ECUs  Tax Rate 
0 - 2.300.000  35% 
2.300.000  - 4.600.000  42% 
over 4.600.000  50% 
National Treasury Authorities unless otherwise specified in  regional  law are 
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3.5. Ba.-riers 
A significant barrier in  the casino  industry in  Spain  is  the national  policy of 
restricting the number of casit:lOS to a certain number. How this number may 
increase or what factors would lead to it are not known. 
Equally the ownership restriction  rule,  that limits foreign  participation to a 
minority share, discourages foreign involvement in Spain. Spain  Vol.  Ill  110 
4.  BINGO 
4.1. Legislation 
The  rules governing bingo haHs  are  set out under the enabling Order of Jan-
uary 9,  1979.  Prior to that, bingo was not allowed in  Spain.  With the liberali-
sation  of gambling  rules,  bingo  halls  have  become increasingly popular and 
have conquered a considerable share of the market. 
Authorisations for the installation and running of bingo halls are issued on the 
initiative of the National  Commission for Gaming  and  Betting. Authorisation 
of this type  may be  issued  to sporting,  cultural  or charitable  societies ·or 
associations. These  organisations  must be  individuals or legal  entities who 
own tourist establishments, as  long as they fulfil the relevant conditions. 
4.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Authorisations  for  the  installation  and  running  of bingo  halls  are  usually 
issued by the Spanish  Home Office subsequent to a proposal of the National 
Commission  for Gaming  and  Betting.  Regional  authorities  may  also  share 
part or aU  the responsibility for bingo hall regulation. 
In general, these authorisations may be issued to: 
i)  Sporting, cultural or charitable associations or companies and  individ.-
uals or legal entities owning tourist establishments. 
ii)  Service companies set up in the form of limited companies may, with 
the relevant authorisation, be contracted by the aforementioned enti-
ties to undertake the management of a bingo hall.  Such  companies 
must assume before the authorities fuH  responsibility for the activ-
ities of the establishment concerned. 
iii)  Casinos,  subject to the conditions  of the respective  authorisations 
issued  to them,  may  install  bingo  halls  in  premises  separate  from 
those housing other gaming and betting activities. 
An  installation authorisation and  permission to open the bingo hall  must be 
obtained before it may begin its activities. 
Authorisations to operate bingo  halls  may be  issued to entities which have 
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i)  non-political and  non-profit making companies, associations or clubs, 
of a cultural, sporting, charitable or social nature; 
ii)  the entity concerned must have  been  in  existence for at least three 
years: 
iii)  it must have  been  operating  continually for at least the  last three 
years  immediately  prior to  the  date  on  which  the  application  is 
presented. 
The application for an  authorisation may be presented jointly by two or more 
of the aforementioned entities.  Each  to these entities,  however, must fulfil 
the requirements set out above.  They will be  severally liable to the author-
ities. 
4.2.1.  Tourist Establishments 
Authorisations to install bingo halls within tourist establishments may also be 
issued to the entities or individuals that own this type of establishment. 
Hotels,  residence  hotels,  apartment hotels,  attraction  parks  and  sport and 
tourism complexes are all  regarded as tourist establishments. 
4.2.2. Service Companies 
The  persons and  entities referred to above may contract a service company 
to manage the bingo hall. 
These service companies must fulfil the following requirements: 
i)  they must be limited companies 
ii)  they must be of Spanish nationality and be domiciled in  Spain 
iii)  their corporate purpose  must be,  to the exclusion of all  other activ-
ities, the exploitation of one  or more bingo  halls  and,  where appro-
priate, the exploitation of any other game for which authorisation may 
have been issued 
iv)  minimum share capital  must be  established on the basis of the num-
ber of halls managed. This share capital  must be fully subscribed and Spain  Vol.  Ill  112 
paid in. It may not be reduced during the life of the company, unless 
the number of halls managed is also reduced 
v)  shares must be registered 
vi)  these companies  must be  governed  by a  Board  of Directors.  The 
members of the Board  must be  individuals.  The  proportion of non-
Spanish  members  may  not  exceed  the  proportion  of foreign  to 
Spanish share capital  (25o/o).  The Chairman of the Board of Directors 
and  Managing Director, or equ'ivalent,  must be of Spanish nationality 
vii)  no  individual or legal  entity may hold shares  in  more than five com-
panies of this type. To this effect, persons or companies forming part 
of a single financial group will be regarded as one 
Companies of this type may only be set up with an  authorisation from the 
Spanish  Home Office,  issued on  the basis of a proposal from the National 
Commission for Gaming  and  Betting.  Authorised  companies will be  regis-
tered in a special register kept by this Commission. 
4.3. Supervision and Control 
In principle, the National Commission for Gambling and  Betting is the primary 
regulatory  body.  In  practice,  autonomous  regions  may  have  their  own 
regulatory  bodies.  The  national  rules  and  bodies  apply  when  no  regional 
counterpart exists. 
Supervision is enforced by the Gaming and  Betting Squad through the head 
office or one of the five regional offices. Supervision may also fall under the 
regional  governments'  responsibilities  and  specific police  forces  may be 
created.  In the absence of such forces, the National Gambling Squad  is  the 
responsible body for supervision. 
4.4.  Taxation 
The tax on bingo hall  revenues is calculated on the total income received by 
the players for acquisition of 'boletos' without any deduction. 
The general tax rate applied is 20o/o  but it may vary according to regional pol-
icy. 
National  Treasury  Authorities  are  the  main  authorities  unless  otherwise 
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4.5. Barriers 
Ownership rules  limiting fore.ign  participation to 25%  of paid-up capital  and 
reserving top positions for Spanish nationals are clearly significant barriers to 
European  investors. Spain  Vol.  Ill  114 
5. GAMING  MACHINES 
Slot machines are the most recent addition to the Spanish gambling market. 
Introduced  in  1981,  these  ·machines  were  set  up  in  bars  and  quickly 
increased. One of the reasons for their success is the importance to Spanish 
social life to the bar. 
5.1. Legislation 
The  basic  legislation  is  set out  under the  Royal  Decree  1794/1981  of  18 
August 1981 . 
The  officially sanctioned  machines are  those included in  a National  Registry 
of Machines  kept by  the  National  Commission.  This  is  a reflection  of the 
Catalogue of Games. 
The  machines fall  under one of three categories:  (a)  recreational,  (b)  recrea-
tional with prizes and  (c) chance with prizes. 
Type  (a)  machines can  be  installed in  bars, cafeterias,  restaurants, clubs and 
other hotel  establishments  under the  responsibility  of the  General  Secre-
tariat for National Tourism. 
Type  (b)  machines can  only be  installed  in  casinos,  boats,  bingo  halls  and 
other similar establishments authorised by the National Commission. 
Type  (c)  machines  can  only  be  installed  in  casinos  and  boats  that have 
secured the appropriate authorisation from the National Commission. 
New machines can  be  registered  upon  request by the manufacturer. Once 
inclusion on  the list is approved,  it remains  in  the the Registry for an  unlim-
ited period. 
Authorisation for the right to exploit the  machines  is  given to operators by 
the  Spanish  Home Office through  the  National  Commission or the compe-
tent regional  authority.  The  Home  Office also  has  the prerogative of can-
celling  registry  entries.  Licences  to  use  machines  are  only given  for ma-
chines that have previously been recorded in the National Registry. Spain  Vol.  Ill  115 
5.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
In principle, the National Commission for Gambling and  Betting is the regula-
tory authority. In practice, autonomous regions may have their own regulatory 
bodies. The national rules apply when no regional counterpart exists. 
5.3. Supervision and Control 
The  supervisory  function  is  enforced  by  the  Gaming  and  Betting  Squad 
through the head  office or one of the five regional  offices. Supervision may 
also fall  under the regional  governments' responsibilities and  specific police 
forces may be created. In the absence of specific police forces, the national 
Gambling Squad  is the responsible body for supervision. 
5.4.  Taxation 
The tax on  slot and other machines is calculated on the basis of the number 
of machines present in the establishment. Each type of machine will have a 
specific fixed tax depending on its specifications. 
The  gaming  machines' fiscal  mechanisms  are  under  review as  the  fiscal 
benefits do not bear a comparable relationship to turnover when compared 
to  lotteries  and  other  games.  The  proposed  regulation  would  tax  each 
machine as a percentage of its earnings. To  measure that, meters would be 
installed in the machines as it is presently done in Portugal. 
National Treasury Authorities are  the principle fiscal  body unless otherwise 
specified in regional law. 
5.5. Barriers 
The requirement to comply with detailed regulations for inclusion in  the reg-
istry of approved machines and  the need for approval from several regional 
bodies in addition to national requirements may constitute a barrier. 
The considerable impact of gaming machines on the public has given rise to 
a public debate on their control. These are likely to be stricter in the future. Spain  Vol.  Ill  116 
6.  HORSE RACING 
Although gambling was illegal  up to 1978, horse racing  continued principally 
as  an  interest of the military forces. Today,  horse racing  is still administered 
by the Ministry of Defence. 
There  is  a national horse race  pool  bet,  the Quiniela  Hipica,  which is  man-
aged  by the Spanish  Jockey Club.  This  and  the on-track totalisator are  the 
only forms of horse race betting permitted in national legislation. 
Of the regions which have competence on  gambling, Catalonia  has  laws on 
racing and betting, Andalucia has law on racing and a draft law on betting and 
Euskadi has  made no  provision.  Both Catalonia  and  Andalucia  intend to per-
mit corporate ownership of racetracks and corporate operation of an  off-:track 
totalisator. 
7.  RECREATIONAL GAMBLING 
Games and  competitions of a purely recreational  nature, which are primarily 
social events or family activities and which involve the transfer of small sums 
of money between players,  are  excluded from regulations governing gaming 
and gambling. They must not be seen as profit-making activities either by the 
players themselves or by other persons  not directly involved  in  them. The 
practice of games or competitions of this type is  permitted by Spanish  law 
and no special authorisation is required. 
Raffles and tombolas of a charitable or private nature which are  regarded  as 
being in the public interest may be authorised by the government. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  117 
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INTRODUCTION 
The  principle  characteristics  of the  gambling  and  gaming  market in  the 
United Kingdom are that operators are predominantly private as  opposed to 
state-run and that there is no National Lottery. 
There  is a strong tradition of gambling and  gaming in  the United Kingdom. 
The  legislative philosophy is  to control and  regulate games for which there 
exists an  unstimulated (i.e.  socially inherent) demand. While controlling the 
gambling and gaming environment, fiscal  legislation has been superimposed 
to enable tax revenues to be obtained from this market. 
The legislation is market driven. If it is evident that there has evolved, due to 
social conditions, a demand for a gaming activity, then it would be legislated 
for. 
Gaming,  betting and  lotteries are  not classified  by the  Home Office as  a 
leisure activity. The Home Office does not believe that the legislation of such 
activities  should  be  compared  with  other  leisure  environments.  The 
government believes controls are  required  to prevent fraud  and  excessive 
gambling. In view of the need for special regulations the government rejects 
the tendency by the gambling industry to try to portray itself as  part of the 
Leisure Industry. 
Legislation has  evolved over a period of time and  two recent official studies 
on  the  industry,  in  1951  and  1978,  resulted  in  legislative  reviews  of the 
industry. Major influences on the market's current evolution are: 
- The Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act 1963 
- The Gaming Act 1968 
- The Lotteries and Amusement Act 1976 
Their impact and those of subsequent fiscal  legislation are  examined in  this 
report. United  Kingdom 
1.  HORSE  RACING  AND  GREYHOUND  RACING 
1.1.  Introduction 
Vol.  Ill  121 
From the reign  of Charles  II  (1660-1685),  betting on  horse racing  has  been 
regarded  as  a socially acceptable leisure activity.  Initially it was for the rich 
and  landed gentry who would race one horse against another with a wager 
(bet) on which horse would win. Before tracks existed, races were organised 
on  a  cross-country  route  from  one  village  church  to  another,  with  the 
church's  bell  tower (or  steeple)  guiding  the riders.  This  was  known  as  a 
steeplechase, a type of obstacle race still in existence on race tracks today. 
Bookmaking is a system where a non-racing third party can  hold wagers for a 
multi-horse race and pay out against pre-ordained odds while still retaining a 
profit for himself.  On-track  bookmaking  has  been  in  existence  since  the 
development  of horse  racing  tracks.  Bookmakers  were in  attendance  at 
steeple chases even before the construction of racetracks. 
Greyhound  racing  has  developed over the last sixty years.  Legislation  and 
supervision for greyhound and horse race betting are in principle the same. 
1.2.  Bookmaking 
Bookmaking was permitted on-track.  Illegal off-track bookmaking,  however, 
was common. In order to control the criminal element involved in this activity 
it was decided that off-track credit-bookmaking would be  allowed. This  was 
covered by the Acts of 1853 and  1906. This by definition supplied the needs 
of the wealthy who were credit-worthy and  an  acceptable risk to the credit 
bookmakers. 
By the 1930s, a number of on-track bookmakers had  set up  official central-
ised  credit bookmaking  operations  in  London,  including Joe Coral,  William 
Hill and a company called Ladbroke which had been supplying this service to 
the gentry since the mid-nineteenth century. 
1.2.1.  Legislation 
All  British gambling legislation is based on the philosophy of "providing facil-
ities to meet unstimulated demand "1  and the prevention of crime. 
1  Rotschilds Royal  Commission on  Gambling,  1978. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  122 
Betting legislation, which is  based  broadly on  the report of the Royal  Com-
mission  published  in  1951,  was  introduced originally to regula rise  a social 
problem with illegal  cash  betting taking place  quite openly in  pubs  and  on 
street corners.  Many  restrictions  were introduced  so  that a problem-free 
transition would be achieved.· 
In  1960,  off-track bookmakers  were permitted to  open  shops.  In  practice 
these  were not allowed  to  be  on  high  streets or main  thoroughfares  and 
shopfront signalisation was strictly regulated.  Having  reviewed the  i~pact of 
the  legislation,  the  1963  Betting,  Gaming  and  Lotteries  Act liberalised  to 
some degree the placement and profile of such premises. 
The principle of controlling an  unstimulated market and collecting revenue as 
simply and  efficiently as  possible  is  evident in  the current legislation. The 
legislation  impacts both  on- and  off-track bookmakers  and  is  a mixture of 
both 'social' and 'fiscal' law. 
The laws are: 
Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act 1963 as amended 
The  Betting and  Gaming  Duties Act 1981  as  amended or repealed  by 
the Finance Acts as follows: 
General  Betting Duty Regulations  1987 
Section 1  (2) by Finance Act 1987 
Section 3 by Finance Act 1987 
1  ~3. On-Track Bookmaking 
1.3.1. Legislation 
All on-track bookmakers must be  in  possession of a permit before accepting 
bets. Any bets accepted which do not meet the following requirements are 
liable to duty: 
a)  The  bet must be  taken  at  a meeting  ~t which both the punter and  the 
bookmaker are present. 
b)  Where the bet is  not made at a meeting it must be  part (or whole) of a 
hedged or laid-off bet made by the bookmaker by way of his business. 
c)  The bet must be made during a meeting. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  123 
Bets placed,  which satisfy the legal  requirements above,  are  not chargeable 
with duty. All other bets are charged at So/o. 
1.3.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The  Local  Licensing  Authority is  the  Magistrates Court within whose juris-
diction the race track falls.  It is responsible for granting on-track bookmakers 
with a licence. The race track then grants the bookmaker permission to trade 
in return for a fixed fee for his 'spot'. 
A licence is  granted if the applicant is  deemed suitable  in  that he  has  not 
previously breached the Betting, Gaming and  Lotteries Act, is resident (or if a 
company  incorporated)  in  the  United  Kingdom,  is  considered  "fit and 
proper" and  is financially sound. 
Applications would be  unlikely to succeed without the race  tracks' support. 
Objections  may  be  heard  from  the  police,  Customs  and  Excise,  and 
members of the public. 
1.3.3. Supervision and  Control 
The  local  licensing authorities control the issue and  renewal of licences for 
on-track bookmakers which are granted annually.  The authority can  refuse to 
grant or renew a permit or licence on the grounds of suitability of the individ-
ual or his financial standing. 
The licensing power is discretionary.  Each licence application is treated sepa-
rately.  Considerations for the decision on  remitting a licence vary from appli-
cation to application. 
Customs and  Excise  can  request the forfeiture and  cancellation  of the on-
track bookmakers licence or object to its renewal, if duty is not paid. 
1.3.4. Taxation 
a)  If the on-track bookmaker satisfies the legal  requirements of betting on-
track, i.e. is not liable to duty, he will be obliged to: 
i)  notify Customs & Excise (7 days in advance), United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  124 
ii)  apply for a Betting Duty reference number, 
iii)  keep a field book record of all bets received. This must be bound and 
have serially numbered pages, 
iv)  record details of each bet immediately it is received, 
. v)  record hedged bets within 7 days of receipt. 
b)  If the bookmakers does not satify the legal  requirements,  i,e,  is liable to 
pay duty, he will be obliged to : 
i)  notify Customs & Excise (7 days in advance), 
ii)  give security to Customs & Excise  in  the form of either a cash  de-
posit equal to 4 weeks duty liability, a bond or a deposit on account, 
iii)  inform Customs & Excise if trading is ceased, 
· iv)  keep a field book the same as a.iii. above, 
v)  keep a betting duty account, 
vi)  submit a monthly return, 
vii)  keep betting slips for six months and field books for six years. 
Betting duty is the responsibility of Customs & Excise.  Under the terms of 
the law quoted at 1.2 above, and the Customs and  Excise Management Act 
1979, officers have powers which allow them to: 
i)  enter any premises used for betting, 
ii)  enter any track or meeting place, 
iii)  direct which records must be kept by bookmakers, 
iv)  inspect  any  records  kept  under  (iii)  including  bank  and  annual 
accounts, 
v)  take copies of any books or records relating to on course bets. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  125 
The  rate  of duty for on-course bets  is  currently set at zero,  and  the  rates 
applicable to off-course betting are shown in section 1.4. 
1.3.5. Distribution of Profits 
After duty and  winnings are  repaid  to punters,  the on-track  bookmaker is 
subject to the normal civil  tax codes.  Unlike off-track bookmakers,  he  pays 
ECU  15 per annum directly to the horse racing  industry via  the Levy Board, 
his spot fee to the race course is considered as a contribution. 
1.3.6. Barriers 
A licensed on-track bookmaker must be  registered or resident in  the UK.  A 
bookmaker need not be an  individual but must be a legal  entity, i.e.  individ-
ual, partnership, limited company or corporate body. 
In  such  a mature market it would  be  difficult to  prove  additional demand. 
New licences  are  granted  (405  in  the year  to  May  1990)  but access  to 
racecourses is limited by course managers. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  126 
1.4. Off·  Track Bookmaking 
Having  examined  the on-track bookmakers position,  we now consider off-
track bookmaking. 
1.4.1. Legislation 
The  principal  legislation applicable to off-course betting is  the same as  for 
on-course betting. 
The laws are: 
Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act 1963 
The  Betting and  Gaming  Duties Act 1981  is  amended or repealed  by 
the Finance Acts as follows; 
General  Betting Duty Regulations  1987 
Section 1  (2) by Finance Act 1987 
Section 3 by Finance Act 1987 
The  bookmaker  must  be  in  possession  of  a  permit  and  his  premises 
licensed. 
1.4.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The  Local  Licensing  Authority  at  the  relevant  Magistrates  Court  issues 
bookmakers' permits and  licences in  England  and Wales.  The_  Local  Licens-
ing Authority in Scotland is the local licensing board made up of local council-
lors.  'Credit' bookmakers who take bets only by telephone do not require a 
licence since the public are not admitted to their premises. 
A licence application is  made public via  the court postings.  Objections may 
be heard during the subsequent proceedings. These could come from either 
competitors operating in the locality, shop keeper associations,  local council-
lors or social pressure groups as well as police, fire service and Customs and 
Excise. 
The onus. is on objectors to prove that there exist adequate facilities to meet 
demand for off-track bookmaking in the locality. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  127 
As with on-track bookmakers, Customs and  Excise can request the forfeiture 
and cancellation of a bookmaker licence or object to its renewal, if duty is not 
paid. 
1.4.3. Taxation 
All  off~ourse bets made with bookmakers in Great Britain and  Northern Ire-
land are liable to duty. Duty on off-track horse race betting was introduced in 
1966 and  is  currently levied  at 8%  of the stake  value.  There  is  an  8o/o  tax 
itemised on betting slips in shops. 
Excise duty obligations of the off-track bookmaker: 
i)  Any  person  who  wishes  to  commence  trading  as  an  off-course 
bookmaker  must notify Customs  &  Excise  giving  at  least  7  days 
notice of intention to trade. 
ii)  The  bookmaker must provide security in  the form of either a cash 
deposit, bond or deposit on account. The amount of security required 
is 5o/o  of 4 weeks' average stakes. 
iii)  The  bookmaker must keep a record of all  bets received on a serially 
numbered slip  in  a consecutive series  not less than  9,999.  A copy 
must be given to the punter. 
iv)  The bookmaker must keep a betting duty account in accordance with 
customs rules. 
v)  The bookmaker must submit monthly returns. 
vi)  Records must be  kept for 6 months (betting slips etc)  or 6 years  (all 
other records). 
The  fiscal  controls are  the same  as  those for on-course  betting.  Off-track 
bookmakers are not however required to record bets by track meetings and 
races. 
1.4.4. Tax Revenue 
Over the. last decade,  betting duty revenue from off-track bookmakers rose 
from ECU 339,5 million in  1979-1980 to ECU 619,6 million in  1988-1989. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  128 
Off-track betting duty revenues  1979-1980 to  1988-1989 
Fiscal Year  Revenue  (.000  ECU) 
1979-1980  339.528 
1980-1981  371.907 
1981-1982  378.802 
1982-1983  405.203 
1983-1984  403.770 
1984-1985  435.237 
1985-1986  470.232 
1986-1987  511.551 
1987-1988  532.982 
1988-1989  619.625 
In  1988·1989, off-track betting duty receipts totalled 45.68o/o  of all  betting 
and gaming revenue for Customs and  Excise. 
1.4.5.  Market Information 
The  United Kingdom has the largest horse race  betting market in  Europe.  It 
is also the largest off-track betting market. There are  nearly 10,000 off-track 
betting shops spread throughout the United Kingdom servicing nearly 4 mil-
lion  customers  who,  in  1988-1989 wagered  ECU  7, 7 billion  (compared  to 
ECU 4,6 billion in  France, the next largest market), according to The  Financial 
Times. This total includes a proportion of greyhound race bets. 
In  1988-1989,  the Government received  ECU  619,3  million  in  betting  tax 
from the off-track bookmakers. 
Big  multiple  outlet bookmakers  have  come  to dominate  the  industry.  In 
March  1986,  Schedule  4 of the  Betting,  Gaming  and  Lotteries  Act  1963 
which sets out the rules governing licensed betting offices, was amended to 
make provision for the use of television (subject to conditions)  and  for the 
sale of some light refreshments. The  former change  allowed for the devel· 
opment of a televised  service for betting shops  (Satellite  Information Ser-
vices).  The  introduction of this service between 1987 and  1989 provided a 
boost to turnover. The number of horse and greyhound meetings also grew 
by some .6o/o  over this period. 
Televised service for betting shops because racing was already being shown 
on  national televisions  in  the afternoon. Commercial  demands  had  resulted United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  129 
in  live televised  racing,  therefore the placing  of televised racing  into shops 
merely satisfied already existing demands. 
Bookmakers are the major shareholders in  the Satellite Information Service. 
S.I.S.  broadcast race  meetings into the off-track bookmaking shops in  addi-
tion  to those carried  on  national  television channels.  This  now gives  more 
opportunity for customers to bet.  Racing  is  often beamed from Ireland and 
occasionally Belgium and  Hong  Kong. 
Independents still make up the majority of the outlets, but the multiples lead 
the market and  have the financial  strength to drive the industry. Their total 
turnover is around 63o/o  of the total off-track betting market. 
The  concentration of bookmaker power is  continuing with the Big  3 buying 
up  their smaller rivals  while individual  bookmakers close  down. Ten  years 
ago,  there were nearly 14,000 shops. This figure dropped to below 10,000 in 
1990 to approximately 9, 750 by June of this year. 
1.4.6. Barriers 
Other than  the licensing procedures requiring  domicility, there does not ap-
pear to be any barriers to market entry. 
Bookmakers accept bets on  racing  events outside the UK without paying  a 
contribution to the event organisers.  Indeed,  there is  no  legislation insisting 
on payments. 
There exist some operating restrictions on off-track bookmakers: 
- Operators cannot advertise in connection with the location of a licensed 
betting office or the facilities available. 
- Strict rules  apply to external display which prevents the operator using 
window space to promote services. 
- Legislation prevents the use of the betting office for any purpose other 
than  the  effecting of a betting transaction  and  limited soft drinks and 
light refreshments. 
- Mixed  forms  of gambling  are  prohibited  in  betting  offices.  Casinos, 
bingo halls and  horserace and  greyhound tracks do not suffer the same 
restrictions . 
...  Amusement with Prize  (AWP)  machines are common-place and  can  be 
played  in  uncontrolled  and  unlicensed  premises,  but not in  licensed 
betting offices. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  130 
- Football  pool  betting which is  available,  although  illegal,  in  confection-
ers,  tobacconists and  newsagents (CTN)  throughout the country is pro-
hibited in licensed betting offices. 
- The hours of opening are. restricted. Shops must close by 6:30 p.m. each 
evening, Monday- Saturday. Sunday opening is not permitted. 
Official justification of these regulations  is  the protection of players  from 
exploitation. 
1.5. The Tote 
The totalisator or Tote is a pool bet (a pari mutuel). It was established by the 
government in  1928 as a means of funding horse racing in the United King-
dom. Originally, it was an on-course bet, but with the introduction of off-track 
bookmakers the Tote established Tote shops in  1972 of which there are now 
133. 
Although promoting the Tote bet within the shops,  98o/o  of all  bets taken in 
Tote shops are on bookmaker odds, the remaining 2o/o  being Tote bets. 
The  Tote  is  managed  by  a  Board  of  Governors  and  Home  Secretary 
appointees. The current Chairman is Lord Wyatt. 
The Tote's principle aim,  as previously stated, is to fund horse racing and this 
is  done  via  a contribution  to the  Levy  Board.  In  1989 this  was  ECU  1,5 
million. Bookmakers' contribution was ECU  55,9 million. 
The  Tote  also  made  a  direct  payment  of  ECU  4.8  million  directly  to 
racetracks. 
1.5. The Levy Board 
The  horse  race  betting  Levy  Board  is  responsible  for managing  monies 
derived from a levy on betting. The monies are used to support horse racing. 
The current levy is based on turnover per bookmaker outlet and  is scaled up 
to 1%. The average levy rate for 1989-1990 was 0.89o/o. 
The  setting of the levy is  achieved each  year via  negotiations between the 
Bookmakers  Committee  and  The  Horse  Race  Betting  Levy  Board.  The 
Bookmakers Committee is also represented on the Board. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  131 
If the  levy  rate  cannot  be  agreed,  the  situation  is  referred  to  the  Home 
Secretary who fixes the levy for the following year. This process is illustrated 
below: 
The  Levy Setting Process 
rejects 
Home Secretary 
agree 
Observations 
RecommendatiOnS 
Broad racing oommunrty 
Home Secretary 
fixes Levy 
Bookmakers 
Comminee 
Once the levy is set, the fund is established and allocated to various uses. 
The  tables  below show sources  and  allocation of funds for the  1989-1990 
fiscal year. 
Levy Income 
Sources  of funds  Amount (.000  ECU)  % 
Bookmakers  55.852  93.9 
Tote  1.524  2.6 
Interest  2.113  3.5 
Total  59.489  100.0 United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill 
Levy Expenditure 
Activity  Amount (.000  ECU)  o/o 
Prize  Money  27.689  46.5 
Integrity Services*  13.908  23.4 
Capital  Expenditure  6.337  10.7 
Race  courses  3.024  5.1 
Administration  2.688  4.5 
Veterinary Services  1.854  3.1 
Miscellaneous  3.989  6.7 
Total  59.489  100.0 
*  Integrity services include breeding checks, registration checks, 
anti-doping administration, ensuring correct handicaps,  etc. 
1. 7.  Greyhound Racing 
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Greyhound  racing  revenue  is  not subject to a levy and  has  been  actively 
developed  by off-track bookmakers  as  it provide  an  extra  1  o/o  to their net 
operating profit. It now account for nearly 20o/o  of the total stakes. 
The Greyhound Association are lobbying for a levy on greyhounds. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  133 
2.  FOOTBALL POOLS 
The  football  pools were introduced between the two world wars and  soon 
millions of pounds were being staked on the weekly event. 
Private entrepreneurs developed the football pools companies which are rel-
atively easy to tax. 
2.1. Legislation 
The principle laws covering football pool betting are: 
The Betting, Gaming and  Lotteries Act,  1963 
The  Lotteries and Amusement Acts,  1976 
The Betting and Gaming Duties Act,  1981  (as amended) 
The  objectives of the legislation as  applied to the football pools are;  to con-
trol the extent of gambling,  the protection of clients' stakes and  winnings, 
the control  of promoters expenses  and  the  collection of duty by Customs 
and  Excise. 
It provides a framework of legislative control,  based around  a licensing sys-
tem,  which  minimises the  risk  of abuse  and  prevents the  'stimulation of 
demand' for the product. 
2.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Any person who wants to carry on  a business  in  pool betting or fixed odds 
coupon betting must obtain a permit for each  set of premises involved in the 
operation from customs and excise. 
The  licence will be  granted  by the local  authority. The  Custom and  Excise 
may apply for the licence to be revoked on the ground of unpaid duty. 
2.3.  Supervision and Control 
There are three bodies that exercise supervision and control. 
The Local Authority: 
Local  authorities are responsible for the auditing of the football pools organi-
sations sited in their area. They should ensure the pool is divided as per leg-United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  134 
islation, and  that costs and  net profit fall  within the reasonable bounds. The 
local authority have the power of licensing and can  rescind the licence if the 
promoter is convicted of any offence under the gaming regulations covering 
football pools. 
Customs and Excise: 
Customs and  Excise  have  powers to take whatever steps are  necessary to 
ensure validation of any fiscal documentation they receive from the football 
pools promoter. 
The  Police: 
The  police  and  the public  have  the right to prosecute the promoter ·under 
criminal or civil law, depending on  what offence the promoter is accused of 
having committed. 
2.4. Taxation 
Football  pools  betting duty was  reduced  from 42.5o/o  to 40%  with effect 
from 28th May 1990. This reduction is based  on  an agreement between the 
government,  the  English  and  Scottish  Football  Leagues  and  The  Football 
Trust. The  residual amount, equal to 2.5o/o  stakes, will be channelled by the 
pools promoters to The  Football Trust to improve safety and comfort of spec-
tators at football grounds. 
The  legislation  is  a  result  of  the  recommendations  arising  from  the 
government inquiry into the Hillsborough disaster. 
The fiscal obligations of the pool promoter are: 
i)  Before starting business the trader must notify Customs & Excise of the 
address of the premises to be used. 
ii)  Before  starting  a new competition  (or  changing  the  rules  of existing 
ones) the trader must notify Customs & Excise. 
iii)  The trader must keep an  up-to-date register of the names and addresses 
of all agents used. 
iv)  Promoters must keep records that enable the duty due to be calculated. 
v)  Agents  must keep  a record  of all  moneys  received  and  copies  of all 
returns etc. given to the promoter. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  135 
vi)  Records must be  retained for between 2 months and  2 years (depending 
on the type of record). 
vii)  The trader must submit a weekly return of total stakes and duty due. 
Pool  Betting  duty is  the  responsibility of Customs  &  Excise.  Officers are 
entitled, at all  reasonable times, to enter premises used in  connection with 
pool betting. Officers are also empowered to: 
i)  Direct which records should be kept 
ii)  Take copies of relevant documents. 
2.5. Tax Revenue 
Pool Betting Duty: Receipts by Customs & Excise in  .000 ECU 
Fiscal Year  Receipts  by  Customs and 
Excise (.000 ECU) 
1979-1980  202.100 
1980-1981  233.203 
1981-1982  261.440 
1982-1983  296.016 
1983-1984  304.337 
1984-1985  323.731 
1985-1986  349.409 
1986-1987  377.597 
1987  .. 1988  411.338 
1988-1989  414.223 
The  1988-1989  Pool  Betting  receipts  totalled  30,54o/o  of all  Betting  and 
Gaming receipts. 
2.6. Distribution of Profits 
The breakdown and distribution of football pool stakes is specified under the 
Gaming and  Lotteries Act 1963. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  136 
The  pool operator must state the proposition of total stake money that will 
not be paid out in prices. The acceptable norm is for cost not to exceed 30o/o 
of the pool  or net operating profit (before company tax but net of costs)  in 
excess of 3%. Current duty levels  inclu~ing the funding of sport grants are 
set at 42.5o/o. The balance is then paid out in prize money. 
2.7. Barriers 
The  Football  Pools  perform the same  function for the government as  the 
National  Lottery in  other European  states,  being  a popular numbers game 
which generates significant revenue via  duty for the government. In  all  but 
name the football pools market acted as the UK lotteries. 
National Lotteries are forbidden  under UK law.  Betting on foreign lotteries is 
also against the law and  Customs and  Excise have gone to some lengths to 
interrupt postal stakes and  winnings. The philosophy behind such  legislation 
is that permitted forms of gaming and gambling are inherent in the culture of 
the  UK  and  are  controlled  by  legislation.  A National  Lottery is  principally a 
vehicle  for  raising  revenue  for the government and  is  not considered  an 
activity inherent in the national culture. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  137 
3.  CASINOS 
3.1. Legislation 
The  principle legislation covering casino operations is  the Gaming Act 1968 
(as  amended).  It was designed to control casinos strictly along  with certain 
other gaming activities. 
Under the Act of 1968, the Gaming Board for Great Britain was established to 
exclude criminal elements from gaming activities and to ensure that the de-
mand for casino facilities was not artificially stimulated by casino operators  .. 
The  Gaming  Licence Duty Regulations  1980, the Betting and  Gaming  Duties 
Act  of  1981,  and  the· Gaming  Act  of  1968  legislates  the  collection  of 
revenues and controls the gaming environment. 
3.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
The licensing of a casino is controlled at three levels: 
•  Customs and  Excise licence for taxation: 
•  The local licensing at the Magistrate Court. under whose geographical 
jurisdiction the premises falls: 
•  The Gaming Board for Great Britain 
A casino  licence is granted annually.  For a new licence an  applicant applies 
for a certificate of consent from the Gaming Board. 
The Board shall not issue a certificate of consent when the applicant 
i)  is not a corporate body is under 21 
ii)  is not a corporate body is not resident in Great Britain or has not been 
resident for a period of six months 
iii)  is a corporate body is not incorporated in Great Britain. 
In  considering the application for a certificate, the Board  must be secure  in 
the opinion that the applicant is capable of and diligent in  ensuring gaming is 
fairly and properly conducted. 
They  also  take  into  consideration  the  character,  reputation  and  financial 
standing of the applicant. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  138 
Should  the  Board  decide  against  a certificate  of  consent  on  the  above 
grounds, there is no appeal. 
Having  obtained a certificate of consent, the applicant must seek a licence 
from the local  licensing  authority under whose geographical jurisdiction the 
premises fall. 
A licensing authority may refuse to grant a licence under the 1968 Act if it is 
not shown to the satisfaction of the licensing magistrate that: 
i)  substantial demand already exists 
ii)  that no similar gaming facilities are available in the locality 
iii)  that such facilities, if available, are insufficient to meet demand 
It is possible for the Gaming Board to issue a certificate of consent and then 
object to the granting of a licence on the above grounds. 
3.3. Supervision and Control 
There  are  extensive  powers  of  entry,  search  and  inspection  of licensed 
premises  under the  1968  Gaming  Act.  These  powers vest in  the Gaming 
Board Inspectorate and the police. 
Any inspector or constable may at any reasonable time enter any premises in 
respect of which a licence under the 1968 Act is in force. While there he may 
inspect any: 
•  machines 
•  equipment 
•  goods or documents 
If any licence holder or person acting on their behalf: 
(i)  fails  without reasonable  excuse to admit an  inspector or constable 
who demands admission to premises for inspection, 
(ii)  fails without reasonable excuse to permit inspection of the premises 
or any machine or other equipment on the premises, 
(iii)  fails  to produce any  book or document in  his  possession  relating  to 
gaming 
(iv)  fails  without  reasonable  excuse  to  furnish  information  to  the 
inspector, 
the holder of the licence is guilty of an offence. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  139 
Any  constable who enters  any  premises  under the authority of a warrant 
issued as a result of suspicion of illegal activity under the 1968 Act may: 
(i)  .seize and remove any· document, money,valuable thing or instrument 
(ii)  arrest and search any person found on the premises. 
The licence holder must on  request: 
(i)  produce  for  inspection  by  the  Board  any  books  or  documents 
requested, 
(ii)  furnish any information required by the Board. 
Any person duly authorised in  writing by the fire authority (within the mean-
ing of the Fire  Services Act 1947) in  whose area  the licensed premises are 
situated may at any reasonable time enter the premises. 
There  is  no  limited liability under the  1968 Act.  Accordingly,  both directors 
and  employees may  be  liable  for offences committed by corporate bodies 
under the Act. 
3.4. Taxation 
Duty is  paid  six months in  arrears.  It is  based  on  the casino's winnings not 
turnover. 
Scaled Duty Rates  Per Single  Casino 
Annual Casino Winnings (ECU)  Rate 
the first 557.000  2,5% 
the  next 2. 785.000  12,5o/o 
the  next 3.342.000  25,0% 
the remainder  33,33% 
The excise obligations of the trader are: 
a)  All gaming operators must notify Customs & Excise at  least 14 days be-
fore the licence is required. 
b)  Notification of change of ownership must be  given to Customs & Excise 
under the same terms as at (a). United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  140 
c)  The operator must render returns of the gross gaming yield twice yearly. 
d)  A general financial statement for the last financial year must be rendered 
annually. 
e)  The operator must maintain records sufficient to complete the six monthly 
return, and retain them for six years. 
As  covered in  detail in  section 3.3,  the collection of gaming licence duty is 
the responsibility of Customs & Excise. Officers are empowered to: 
i)  Enter premises used for gaming 
ii)  Demand production of any licence in force 
iii)  Demand information concerning gaming 
3.5. Tax Revenue 
Gaming licence duty paid from 1979 to 1989 is as follows : 
Receipts by Customs and Excise .000 ECU 
1979-1980  9.021 
1980-1981  8.005 
1981-1982  17.142 
1982-1983  37.794 
1983-1984  62.721 
1984-1985  70.610 
1985-1986  81.699 
1986-1987  77.619 
1987-1988  94.152 
1988-1989  85.136 
3.6. Barriers 
Other than  the  requirement  of residence  or  incorporation  in  the  UK  for 
owners of casino licences, there appears to be no statutory barriers. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  141 
The applicant is empowered to take the decision to judicial appeal. 
In refusing a certificate of consent, however, the Gaming Board could refer to 
a number of unspecified considerations,  i.e.  ability to ensure gaming is  run 
correctly, character, reputation, etc., which could be used as a barrier. 
There are  119 casinos in  Great Britain.  Despite there being no restriction on 
foreign ownership, none are owned by a non-British citizen company. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  142 
4.  BINGO 
In comparison with other betting and  gaming activities, bingo is regarded  as 
much  more  of a social  activity.  90%  of the  stake  money (money paid  for 
bingo cards)  is  returned  to the  players  as  winnings.  The  remaining  1  Oo/o  is 
accounted  for by tax  (tax  is  also  charged  on  additional  prize  money).  The 
bingo promoter's profit comes from the entry fee to the premises and from 
money spent on  food  and  drinks,  etc.  Legislation  allows various  types  of 
bingo to be  exempt from duty,  e.g.  small  scale  bingo  played  in  members' 
clubs,  societies and similar organisations. This  reflects the social  rather than 
the gaming nature of this type of bingo. 
4.1. Legislation 
Bingo is covered by: 
The Gaming Act of 1968. 
Betting and Gaming Duties Act 1981 
The  Betting and  Gaming  Duties Act  1981  is  amended  by Finance  Acts as 
follows: 
Section  19(2) by Finance Act 1986 
Section 20(2) by Finance Act 1986 
Bingo Duty Regulations  1988 
Bingo  was  incorporated into the  1968 Gaming  Act as  the game  had  been 
adopted  by  leisure  multinationals  who had  surplus  cinema  building  which 
they adapted  into bingo  halls.  The  legislation on  bingo  recognised  the cul-
tural and historically social role of bingo in British society. 
4.2. Authorisation and Licensing 
Under the Gaming Act of 1968, the licensing procedure for either a casino or 
bingo hall  is the same.  A certificate of consent is required from The Gaming 
Board. The local licensing authority, within whose geographic jurisdiction the 
bingo premises falls, grants a licence for the premises. Facilities are available 
for objections to be lodged. 
The  same  authority registers,  as  opposed  to licences,  premises  such  as 
social clubs for playing bingo for profit as a way of raising funds for the club. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  143 
The registered premises are not subject to duty; the licenced premises are. 
4.3.  Supervision and Control 
The  Gaming  Board,  the  police  and  Customs  and  Excise  are  principally 
responsible for the enforcement of the legislation, the police to ensure that 
civil and criminal laws are not broken, and Customs and Excise to ensure that 
all duties are paid. They have the same powers under the 1968 Act to control 
bingo as apply to casinos. 
Officers of Customs & Excise are empowered to: 
i)  Enter premises where bingo is played. 
ii)  Demand information concerning bingo activities. 
iii)  Direct the nature of records to be kept. 
iv)  Demand production of records, 
v)  Estimate due duty where records are inaccurate or incomplete. 
4.4.  Taxation 
In  addition to the standard corporate taxation  regime,  licence premises are 
subject to a duty. This duty is 1  Oo/o  of the total stake. Should the bingo opera-
tor add  to the prize  money in  the pool  this addition  is  subject to a tax of 
11 .11 o/o,  one-ninth of the added prize money. 
Under the duty acts, a number of obligations are imposed on the bingo oper  ... 
ator. They are: 
i)  It is the operator's obligations to establish if his activities are dutiable 
or not. 
ii)  Non-dutiable  operators  must maintain  records  of monetary prizes 
and  receipts. 
iii)  Dutiable operators  must give Customs & Excise  14 days' notice of 
intention to trade. 
iv)  Dutiable operators must notify Customs & Excise of any change  in 
circumstances (ownership, address etc). 
v)  Operators  must  maintain  a  bingo  duty  account  which  must  be 
retained for at least two years. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  144 
vi)  Operators must number the bingo cards consecutively in a series not 
less than 99,999. 
vii)  Operators must give 7 days' notice to Customs & Excise of intention 
to destroy cards. 
viii)  Cards must be issued in strict numerical order. 
ix)  Operators must render monthly returns. 
4.5. Tax Revenue 
Bingo duty paid by operators from 1979 to 1989 was as follows: 
Receipts by Customs  & Excise  .000 ECU 
1979-1980  32.272 
198()..1981  43.103 
1981-1982  64.678 
1982-1983  70.930 
1983-1984  73.500 
1984-1985  73.046 
1985-1986  75.442 
1986-1987  80.272 
1987-1988  90.609 
1988-1989  94.017 
The  1988-1989 bingo duty receipts totalled 6,93o/o  of all  betting and  gaming 
receipts. 
4.6. Distribution of Profits 
90o/o  of stakes are  returned  as  winnings with 1  Oo/o  being paid  in  duty. The 
bingo  operators'  profit  is  made  principally  from  the  entrance  fee  that  is 
charged and  the sale of food and  drink in  the premises. After paying taxes, 
the operator is free to distribute profit as he sees fit. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  145 
4.7. Barriers 
Other than  licensing barriers there does not appear to be any restriction on 
entering this market. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  146 
5.  GAMING MACHINES 
This  section covers amusement machines which provide prizes.  These  are 
distinct from amusement machines such  as  video games which do not give 
out cash prizes. 
There are  around  2000 amusement arcades  in  Great Britain.  Approximately 
800 of these are sited in town centres and the majority, approximately 1200, 
are sited at either seaside or holiday resorts. Most of the seaside and holiday 
resort amusement arcades cater specifically for holiday  m~kers and as  such 
are open on a seasonal basis, usually from April to October. 
The  number of amusement arcades  has  risen  slightly since the 40s with a 
peak in the late 70s early 80s coinciding with the video boom. The numbers 
are  expected to decrease slightly over the next few years  and  stabilise at 
around  1600-1800. 
In  contrast to the domestic sales  of video  games,  currently estimated  at 
around 6 million games per annum,  the number of video machines in  pubs, 
cafes  and  amusement arcades  has  dropped dramatically.  Since  1982 when 
numbers  reached  around  150,000  the  figure  has  decreased  to  around 
110,000 for 1989. 
5.1. Legislation 
The laws covering amusements with prizes are: 
The Gaming Act 1968 as amended 
Gaming Machine Licence Duty Regulations 1988 
The  Betting and Gaming Duties Act 1981  is amended or repealed by Finance 
Acts as follows: 
Section 21 (4)  by Finance Act 1987 
Section 22(5)(c) and (b) by Finance Act 1982 
Section 21 A(3) by Finance Act 1985 
Section 23(1) by Finance Act 1985 
Section 24(1) by Finance Act 1984 
Section 25(4) by Finance Act 1982 
The  underlying  principles  of the social  and  fiscal  legislation are  to collect 
revenue and to regulate, to a certain extent, the public's access to and use of 
gaming machines. Thus, for example,  'Jackpot' machines (i.e. relatively large United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  147 
payout for a single payment) are allowed only in places with no public right of 
entry  such  as  casinos,  bingo  halls  and  registered  members' clubs.  Small 
prize machines are generally found in other premises open to the public. 
5.2. Authorisation and Ucensing 
The  coin  machine industry in  England,  Scotland  and  Wales  is  subject to a 
number of laws,  which affect the manufacture,  sale,  supply,  hire,  mainte-
nance  and  use  of machines.  Also  covered  are  the types  and  number of 
machines permitted, the charge to play and prize limits. 
The  law provides for the provision of certificates from The Gaming  Board  of 
Great Britain. The certificates are  normally valid for five years but are renew-
able, and cover the sale, supply, hire and maintenance of machines. 
Certain of the conditions when a machine is let or hired out by the owner are 
subject to legal  restrictions.  For  example,  the  rent must not in  any way be 
related to the extent to which a machine is played. 
According to the law,  machines may only be  installed and  operated in  clubs 
with private membership,  in  public houses,  amusement arcades,  cafes and 
shops for which permits have  been granted. The  exception is travelling fairs 
staying in one place for not more than  28 days, which are exempt from per-
mits. 
The  maximum permitted charge  to play one game for an  amusement with 
prize  (AWP)  machine and  jackpot r:nachine  is  ECU  0,30.  The  law allows for 
changes  in  this from time to time on  the recommendation of The  Gaming 
Board. 
Prize  limits,  too,  are  laid  down by  law.  There  are  no  limits for machines 
installed  in  clubs.  There  is  a voluntary  trade  limit,  however,  for jackpot 
machines of ECU  223.  For machines installed in public houses, cafes, etc., a 
limit of ECU 3.6 for costs or ECU 7.2 for tokens. 
Gaming machines which have· an  effective stake of ECU  0,03 and which pay 
out in excess of the stake must be licensed. 
Machines which do not require a licence are as follows: 
a)  Machines with an effective cost of ECU 0,03 or less to play once. 
b)  Amusement-only machines (i.e. video games). 
c)  Small  prize  machines  where the  reward  is  less  than  cost to play 
once. United Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  148 
d)  Small prize machines provided for charitable events. 
e)  Machines involving skill for prizes. 
f)  During  March-October. small prize machines for which a~ or!  year 
licence is held. 
5.3. Supervision and Control 
Although The Gaming Board of Great Britain is the main arbiter for the indus  .. 
try,  local authorities have certain powers to control amusement arcades  in 
their own areas .. 
Current planning  considerations give local  authorities a variety of controls. 
Permission to operate, when granted, may be subject to a number of condi-
tions such as:  days and times of opening, the number of machines, the type 
of machines, the type of games, the way the games are played, the type and 
use of frontage, type of doors, control of sound and layout of premises. 
Under the  1968 Gaming  Act,  local  authorities have  the power to grant or 
refuse a permit for an amusement arcade or centre on grounds transcending 
planning considerations,  irrespective of whether or not planning permission 
has already been granted. 
5.4.  Taxation 
There are four levels of duty on gaming machines, calculated on prize money 
and stakes. 
a)  Small prize machines (payout not exceeding ECU  7,1) 
Licence Duty (ECU) 
Type of machine by stake  Yearly  Half yearly  Quarter yearly 
Lower rate  (ECU  0,03-Q,07)  220  120  70 
Higher rate  (more than  ECU  0,07)  560  300  170 United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  149 
b)  Jackpot machines (payout exceeding ECU  7,1) 
Licence  Duty (ECU) 
Type of machine by stake  Yearly  Half yearly  Quarter yearly 
Lower rate  (ECU  0,03-0,07)  560  300  '  :  170 
Higher rate  (more than  ECU  0,07)  1430  790  430 
The Excise obligations of the trader are: 
a)  The  trader must apply to Customs & Excise  14 days  before the  li-
cense is required. 
b)  The· trader must notify Customs & Excise  14 days  in  advance of any 
intended transfer of license. 
c)  Exchanges  of license,  amendments and  credits must be notified to 
Customs & Excise giving 14 days' notice. 
d)  Ordinary licences  must be  displayed in  a prominent position in  the 
premises for which they are in force. 
e)  Special  licences  must be  displayed  on  the machine for which they 
are in force. 
f)  For special licences, a record must be kept showing 
- location of each machine 
- the machine's make,  model and serial number 
- the number of the licence applicable for each machine 
- the commencement and expiry dates of that licence 
g)  Changes  in  the  records  must be  made  up  no  later than  the  next 
working day following the amendment. 
Officers of Customs & Excise are empowered to: 
a)  Enter premises where a gaming machine is provided. 
b)  Inspect premises and  demand production of a licence where a ma-
chine is  provided. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  150 
c)  Demand  the  provision  of information  with  respect  to  any  use  to 
which premises have  been  put or about any  machine that is  or has 
been on the premises. 
d)  Demand production of records. 
e)  Seize  unlicensed inadequately licensed gaming machines. 
5.5. Tax Revenue 
Gaming  machine licence duty paid  by operators from 1979 to 1989 was as 
follows: 
Receipts by Customs & Excise  ECU .  000 
1979-1980  20.662 
198Q-1981  26.357 
1981-1982  38.977 
1982-1983  85.020 
1983-1984  93.445 
1984-1985  78.984 
1985-1986  127.666 
1986-1987  110.906 
1987-1988  140.781 
1988-1989  143.300 
The  1988-1989 Gaming  Machine  Licence duty receipts totalled  1  0.57o/o  of 
all receipts by Customs and Excise. 
Over the last 5 years the average increase in  Gaming  Machine Licence Duty 
receipts has been  11.5o/o. 
5.6. Barriers 
Other than the licensing procedures,  there appears  to be  no  restriction on 
market entry.  Because of the physical nature of the game, cross-border bet-
ting considerations are not applicable in this case. United  Kingdom  Vol.  Ill  151 
6.  LOCAL LOTTERIES 
All public lotteries are subject to licensing requirements. 
Under the Local  Lotteries Act of 1976, local lotteries are permitted providing 
they are  non-profit making  and  their aim  is  to generate revenue for charit-
able, sporting and other philanthropic activities. 
Lotteries with a total  stake value  of below ECU  15.000 and  a first prize of 
ECU  3.000 are  not subject to licensing  by the  local  licensing authority but 
need only be registered. 
Lotteries with total  stakes  of between  ECU  15.000 and  ECU  180.000 and 
first prizes of between ECU 3000 and  ECU  18.000 do require a licence. Local 
lotteries with a stake revenue of over ECU  270.000 and  a first prize of over 
ECU  18.000 are not considered as local lotteries and are illegal. European Communities - Commission 
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Lucio de Blaalo - AEIOU 
Vta Meravtgll, 16 
20123 Mtlano 
TeL (02) 80 76 79 
Herder Edltrlce e  Llbrerla 
Ptazza Montecttono, 11 7-120 
00186 Roma 
Tel  (06) 679 46 281679 53 04 
Llbrerla glurldlca 
Via XII Ottobre, 172/R 
16121 Genova 
Tel  (01 0)  59 56 93 
GRAND-OUCH£ DE LUXEMBOURG 
Abonnements seulement 
Subscnpt1ons only 
Nur fur Abonnements 
Messagerles Paul Kraus 
11 , rue Chnstophe Plantm 
2339 Luxembourg 
Tel  499 aa 88 
Telex 2515 
Fax 499 88 84 44 
CCP 49242-63 
NEDERLAND 
SOU Overheldalnformatle 
Externe Fond&en 
Post  bus 20014 
2500 EA 's-Gravenhage 
TeL (070) 37 89 911 
Fax (070) 34 75 778 
PORTUGAL 
lmprensa Naclonal 
Casa da Maeda, EP 
Rua D  Franctsco Manuel de Melo, 5 
P-1 092 Lisboa Codex 
Tel  (01)693414 
Dlstrlbuldora de Llvros 
Bertrand, Ld.  • 
Grupo Bertrand, SA 
Rua das Terras des Vales, 4-A 
Apartado 37 
P-2700 Amadora Codex 
TeL (01) 49 59 050 
Telex 15798 BERDIS 
Fax 49 60 255 
UNITED KINGDOM 
HMSO Booka (PC 16) 
HMSO Publications Centre 
51  Nine Elms Lane 
London SW8 SDR 
Tel  (071) 873 9090 
Fax GP3 873 8463 
Telex 29 71  138 
Sub-agent 
Alan Annstrong Ltd 
2  Arkwnght Road 
Read1ng, Berks RG2 OSQ 
Tel. (0734) 75 18 55 
Telex 849937 AAALTD G 
Fax (0734) 75 51  64 
OSTER  REICH 
Manz'sche Ver1ags-
und Unlversttltsbuchhandlung 
KohlmarKt 16 
1014 W1en 
Tel  (0222)53161-0 
Telex  11  25 00 BOX A 
Fax  (022~) 531  61-81 
SVERIGE 
BTJ 
Box 200 
22100 Lund 
Tel  (046) 18 00 00 
Fax (046) 18 01  25 
SCHWEIZ I  SUISSE I  SVIZZERA 
OSEC 
Stampfenbachstraf3e 85 
8035 Zunch 
Tel  (01) 365 51  51 
Fax (01) 365 54 11 
MAGYARORSZAG 
Agrolnform 
Kozpont 
Budapest I  Att1la ut 93  H-1 012 
LevE!ilctm 
Budapest, Pf  15 H-1253 
Tel  36 (1) 56 82 11 
Telex (22) 4717 AGINF H-61 
POLAND 
Business Foundation 
ul  Wsp61na 1/3 
PL-00-529 Warszawa 
Tel. 48 (22) 21  99 93121  84 20 
Fax 48 (221  28 05 49 
YUGOSLAVIA 
Prlvradnl Vjesnlk 
Butevar Lenj1na 171 /XIV 
11 070 - Beograd 
Tel  123 23 40 
TURK  lYE 
Prea Dagltlm Tlcaret ve aanayt A-~­
Narllbah9e SokaK No. 15 
CaQaloQiu 
Istanbul 
Tel  512 01 90 
Telex 23822 DSVO-TR 
AUTRES PAYS 
OTHER COUNTRIES 
ANDERE LANDER 
Office des publications ofllclelles 
des Communaut6s euroP'ennes 
2. rue Merc1er 
L-2985 Luxembourg 
Tel  49 92 81 
Telex PUBOF LU 1324 b 
Fax 48 85 73 
CC banca1re BIL 8-109/6003/700 
CANADA 
Renouf Publishing Co. Ltd 
Matl orders - Head Office 
1294 Algoma Road 
Ottawa, Ontarto K18 3W8 
Tel  (613) 741 43 33 
Fax (613) 741  54 39 
Telex 0534  783 
Ottawa Store 
61  Sparks Street 
Tel  (613) 238 89 85 
Toronto Store 
211  Yonge Street 
Tel. (416) 363 31  71 
UNITED STATES Of AMERICA 
UN  I PUB 
4611-F Assembly Drive 
Lanham, MD 20706-4391 
Tel  Toll Free (800) 274 4888 
Fax (30 1  ) 459 0056 
AUSTRALIA 
Hunter Publications 
58A G1pps Street 
Colltngwood 
Vtctona 3066 
JAPAN 
Klnokunlya Company Ltd 
17-7 Shtnjuku 3-Chome 
ShtnJuku-ku 
ToKyo  160-91 
Tel  (031  3439-0121 
Journal Department 
PO Box 55 Chttose 
ToKyo 156 
Tel. (03) 3439-0124 Price (excluding VAT) in Luxembourg: 
Volumes I, II and Ill: ECU 300 
***  ·a·  *  *  *  *  *•* 
OFFICE FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS 
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
L-2985  Luxembourg 
ISBN  92-826-2901-5 
11111111111111111111111 
9  789282 629017 
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